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CHAPTER 1326

Introduction327

Ultra-low frequency (ULF) pulsations in the Earth’s magnetic field have been observed from328

the ground since the mid 1700s. However, very little was known about the origin of the329

pulsations until some very important discoveries were made concerning the near-Earth region330

of space. 1) There is a constant stream of particles being released from the sun, known as331

the solar wind, that interacts with the Earth’s magneotsphere. 2) The development of a332

low frequency description of a magnetized plasma, referred to as magnetohydrodynamics333

(MHD), by Alfvén (1942), including the discovery of a wave mode that is able to travel334

along magnetic files lines. 3) The initial description of magnetic reconnection by Sweet and335

Parker in 1956 (Parker , 1957), and the proposal by Dungey (1961) that reconnection drives336

convection in the magnetosphere.337

After several different types of fluctuations had been identified in ground-based magne-338

tometer records, Jacobs et al. (1964) put forward a way to categorize the different signatures339

based on their waveform and their period (T). The categories for the observed pulsations340

are Pc (continuous pulsations) and Pi (irregular pulsations). Table 1.1 outlines the period341

and frequency ranges for each of the ULF pulsation categories. Each group of pulsations342

is thought to be generated by a different set of phenomena that take place in the Earth’s343

magnetosphere.

Category Pc1 Pc2 Pc3 Pc4 Pc5 Pi1 Pi2
Period (sec) 0.2-5 5-10 10-45 45-150 150-600 1-40 40-150

Frequency (mHz) 5000-200 200-100 100-22 22-6.7 6.7-1.67 1000-25 25-6.7

Table 1.1: Categories of ULF pulsations adopted from Jacobs et al. (1964)

344
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Figure 1.1: Meridional cut of the Earth’s magnetosphere. (Image courtesy NASA)

1.1 The Magnetosphere345

The Earth’s magnetosphere can be divided into different regions shown in Figure 1.1. On the346

dayside the magnetosphere is compressed by the solar wind. The solar wind dynamic pressure347

is balanced by the magnetic pressure in the Earth’s magnetic field at the magnetopause348

(Schield , 1969). The bow shock acts to slow the supersonic solar wind to sub-sonic speeds349

as it moves around the obstacle created by the Earth’s magnetic field. The night side of350

the magnetosphere is dragged out into a long tail with north and south lobes composed351

of cold dense plasma. The two lobes are separated by the plasma sheet, a region of hot352

tenuous plasma with a strong east-west current across the tail. The inner magnetosphere,353

earthward of the inner edge of the plasma sheet, is dominated by the dipole field. Different354

populations in the inner magnetosphere include the cold dense plasmasphere population,355

and the energetic radiation belt population.356

However, during intervals when Earth’s magnetic field is interacting directly with the357

solar wind the picture is not as well defined as that shown in Figure 1.1. Any process358

that disturbs the quiescent magnetic field configuration can generate fluctuations that may359

be observed as ULF pulsations on the ground. Interactions between the solar wind and360
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the magnetosphere generate pulsations directly by imposing a periodicity in the solar wind361

directly on the magnetosphere as the solar wind moves around the planet, or through the362

coupling of the solar wind and terrestrial magnetic fields. This occurs most readily during363

intervals when the solar wind is oriented in the southward direction with respect to the364

Earth’s magnetic pole, the solar wind magnetic field and the Earth’s magnetic field can365

interact through a process known as magnetic reconnection. When two oppositely oriented366

magnetic fields are pushed close enough together the field lines break and change partners as367

depicted in Figure 1.2. The inflow regions bring plasma from the lobes into the reconnection368

region. The field lines are brought into the ion diffusion region the ions become demagnetized369

so they are no longer frozen to the magnetic field. Because the ions and electrons are no370

longer moving together a Hall current is generated. The particles are pushed by the current371

into the outflow region where they are once again frozen to the magnetic field.372

At times when magnetic reconnection is taking place at the magnetopause the magnetic373

flux is stripped away from the dayside and transported with the solar wind to the night side374

where it builds up until the magnetic pressure becomes so strong in the magnetotail that the375

plasma sheet becomes pinched and reconnection commences on the nightside. The magnetic376

field on the sunward side of the reconnection point in the plasma sheet is then transported377

earthward and eventually returned to the dayside as depicted in Figure 1.3. This process378

of transferring magnetic flux from the dayside, across the polar cap to the nightside, and379

back to the dayside via reconnection in the magnetopause and plasma sheet is known as the380

Dungey cycle.381

During intervals when the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is southward, and recon-382

nection is occurring on the dayside, the magnetotail can become very active as reconnection383

commences on the nightside to balance the system and return magnetic flux to the dayside.384

During these intervals, energy is transported from reconnection in the tail Earthward and385

much of the energy is deposited in the ionosphere. Palmroth et al. (2006) calculated the386

precipitation and total power consumption during two substorms in March 1998 using both387

an MHD simulation and observations and found that different methods for precipation power388

give very different results. The precipitation in northern hemisphere found using Polar UVI389
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Figure 1.2: a) A meridional cut of the magnetosphere at midnight showing the location of
the reconnection region. b) Schematic for magnetic reconnection in the plasma sheet. Solid
lines with arrows indicate magnetic field configuration, and red arrows show flow direction in
the outflow region. The electron diffusion region is shown by the gray rectangle at the center
of the diagram. The ion diffusion region is indicated by the light pink color. The dashed
black lines indicate the location and direction of the Hall current and the circles indicate the
direction of the Hall magnetic field. (Øieroset et al., 2001).
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a)

b)

Figure 1.3: a) Magnetospheric convection driven by reconnection. Numbered lines represent
the motion of a field line from reconnection at the dayside magnetopause at 1(1’) to recon-
nection in the plasmasheet at 6(6’) and back to the dayside a 9. b) positions of the footprint
of the numbered field lines in panel a) shown with plasma flow lines in the ionosphere as
a result of the reconnection-driven convection in the magnetosphere Kivelson and Russell
(1995).
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varied between ∼40 GW and ∼90 GW depending on the method used.390

Because any process in the magnetosphere that perturbs the magnetic field from it’s equi-391

librium state can be a source for waves observed on the ground, these active intervals are392

prime candidates for ULF wave generation. There has been a great deal of work done on iden-393

tifying the source of ULF waves in the magnetosphere, but magnetospheric measurements394

are very sparse so identifying how and where waves are generated during transient events,395

such as those related to impulsive reconnection, is difficult. One class of transient events,396

referred to as substorms, are of particular interest because they are a major mechanism for397

energy transport from the solar wind to the ionosphere.398

1.2 Substorms399

There are several different names used to describe different levels of activity such as steady400

magnetospheric convection (SMC), substorms, and pseudo-breakups. The activity level in401

the magnetotail is measured by the Auroral indices. The Auroral Lower (AL) index is built402

by plotting magnetic field (BH) measurements from several ground-based magnetometer403

stations located at auroral latitudes together and taking the lower envelope (Davis and404

Sugiura, 1966). A sharp decrease of 100 nT over a few minutes in the AL index indicates405

the onset of a substorm. This is typically preceded by a slow decrease over tens of minutes,406

the substorm growth phase (McPherron, 1970, 1972). Once a minimum in the AL index is407

reached the recovery phase begins. This phase of the substorm can last for nearly an hour.408

SMC intervals occur when the AL index stays below -50 nT for more than 2 hours with409

few fluctuations (Kissinger et al., 2012). These intervals typically begin with a substorm.410

Pseudo break-ups are substorms that never fully develop.411

Substorms were originally studied by observing the aurora. As a result they are often412

referred to as auroral substorms. The sequence of events that occurs in auroral forms during413

a substorm was carefully noted by Akasofu (1964). One of the authors original sketches is414

shown in Figure 1.4. Auroral substorms begin with a quiet pre-existing arch in panel A.415

Panel B depicts an equatorward brightening of the arc. Panel C shows the beginning of416
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the auroral break-up and poleward expansion of the arc. The development of the westward417

traveling surge and the Harange reversal can also be seen in Panels C-E. Panel F shows the418

aurora retreating equatorward and eventually returning to the original state shown in Panel419

A after ∼2-3 hours.420

The Pi2 category of ULF pulsations, discussed in detail in Section 1.3, has been shown421

to be directly related to substorms. The relationship is based on the fact that Pi2 pulsations422

begin in ground-based magnetometer records concurrently with other indicators of substorm423

onset including the decrease in the AL index and auroral break-up (Saito et al., 1976; Sakurai424

and Saito, 1976; Olson, 1999; Miyashita et al., 2000; Kepko et al., 2004; Hsu and McPherron,425

2007; Kim et al., 2007; Keiling et al., 2008). Understanding the sequence of events leading426

up to substorms, and Pi2 onset, is important because substorms are one of major avenues427

by which energy is transferred from the Sun through the solar wind, and into the Earth’s428

ionosphere. For the remainder of this dissertation we focus on understanding Pi2 pulsations429

and their relationship to substorm phenomena.430

Based on the Near Earth Neutral Line (NENL) paradigm for substorms (McPherron431

et al., 1973; Baker et al., 1996), onset is preceded by the initiation of reconnection at a432

neutral line that forms around -20 RE in the tail. Fast flows are released earthward from433

the reconnecting region. As the fast flows reach the near-Earth region there is an injection434

of particles into the radiation belts and ionosphere and the substorm current wedge (SCW)435

forms (McPherron, 1972). The SCW is a current system that forms as a result of a partial436

collapse of the cross tail current. As a result of the current disruption some of the current437

is diverted along field lines to close in the ionosphere. The traditional image of the SCW is438

shown in Figure 1.5 which shows that with the collapse of the cross tail current, current is439

diverted into the ionosphere on the dawn side of the SCW , travels through the ionosphere in440

a westward direction, and leaves the ionosphere on the dusk side of the SCW along upward441

FACs. Although the general configuration of the SCW is well accepted the details of how442

and where the current closure takes place are still under debate.443

Intermittent fast earthward flows (|~v| > 100 km/s), often referred to as bursty bulk flows444

(BBFs), are observed frequently in the tail (Scholer et al., 1984; Angelopoulos et al., 1992,445
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of the sequence of events during an auroral substorm over ∼3 hours
Akasofu (1964).
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Fig. 8. A perspective drawing of the events described in Figure 7. 

features are projected to the ionosphere as 
the northward expansion and the westward 
surge. As more current appears in the iono- 
sphere, the surface magnetic effects increase 
in magnitude while simultaneously the near-tail 
•egion becomes more dipolar. Combined effects 
of the field-aligned currents and the disap- 
pearance of the inner edge of the tail current 
cause an increase in field at synchronous orbit. 

Since the actual cause of the expansion phase 
is not known, we can only speculate about the 
way in which the plasma sheet expands. It 
seems likely from the observed velocities of 
expansion that the process is not the inverse 
of thinning, i.e., electric field drift. A possibility, 
consistent with the observations in these papers 
in the near tail and with measurements taken 

further down the tail with the Imp and Vela 
spacecraft, is that a neutral point forms in 
the near tail. Eventually, this point propagates 
away from the earth, followed by an expanding 
plasma sheet like the wake of a boat. The mag- 
netic energy stored in the local field is con- 
verted to particle energy. The electric fields 
associated with the rapid field collapse cause 
further energization and radial injection of 
newly energized particles. 

The preceding picture can account for the 
observed time delays in the arrival of the ex- 
pansion phase effects at progressively higher 
locations in the tail [Hones et al., 1970] and 
is consistent with the velocities obtained with 

multisatellite studies [Akaso[u et al., 1970; 
Meng et al., 1970]. 
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Fig. 9. A simple line current model in a dipole field of the expansion phase current system 
described in Figures '7 and 8. The right panel summarizes the model parameters, and the 
left panel the calculated midlatitude magnetic signature. 

Figure 1.5: Illustration of the substorm current wedge (McPherron et al., 1973).

1994), and have been linked to reconnection events at neutral lines that form in the near-446

earth region between -15 and -25 RE (Pytte et al., 1976; Hones et al., 1984; Angelopoulos447

et al., 2008; Nagai et al., 1998; Miyashita et al., 2009; Gabrielse et al., 2009). BBFs cause an448

increase in thermal pressure, and a magnetic pile-up and dipolarization in the plasma sheet449

as they travel earthward.450

The leading edge of the plasma sheet dipolarization is referred to as a dipolarization451

front (DF), and develops at the boundary between the flowing plasma and the background452

plasma (Runov et al., 2009, 2011). DFs are observed as enhancements in Bz that occur over453

the course of a few seconds. They are typically accompanied by a drop in Bx, and occur454

throughout the magnetotail from x = −5 to −31 RE during disturbed periods as observed455

by satellites and in simulations (e.g., Slavin et al., 1997; Nakamura et al., 2009; Sitnov et al.,456

2009; Ashour-Abdalla et al., 2011). The dipolarization region behind a DF is sometimes457

referred to as an entropy bubble since it is associated with flux tubes that have decreased458

entropy content (Pontius and Wolf , 1990; Chen and Wolf , 1993; Sergeev et al., 1996; Chen459

and Wolf , 1999; Wolf et al., 2009). As the DFs encounter the region where the magnetic460

field lines transition from a stretched to a dipolar configuration there is a pile-up effect in461

the magnetic field that causes an expansion of the region in both tailward and azimuthal462

directions (Hesse and Birn, 1991). This expansion is often referred to as dipolarization463

associated expansion. Pulsations in the Pi2 frequency band have been observed in magnetic464
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field and velocity measurements both in the tail and at geosynchronous orbit in conjunction465

with dipolarization fronts (DFs) (Kepko and Kivelson, 1999). This has lead to the idea that466

the Pi2 pulsations observed at substorm onset are either generated by or concurrently with467

the DFs observed in association with substorms.468

1.3 Properties of Pi2 Pulsations469

Pi2 pulsations are ultra-low frequency (ULF) waves (T = 40 − 150s) that come in packets470

at irregular intervals. A thorough overview of the properties of ground-based Pi2 pulsations471

is given by Olson (1999) and Keiling and Takahashi (2011). Saito and Matsushita (1968)472

has shown that Pi2 periods also vary with the level of geomagnetic activity. Higher levels473

of geomagnetic activity such as those found during strong magnetic storms are associated474

with higher frequency Pi2 pulsations. The amplitude of the pulsations varies from tens of475

nano-tesla (nT) at high latitudes to a few nT at mid-latitudes. The spectral properties of476

Pi2 also vary significantly with latitude. At high latitudes, the Pi2 signature is disordered477

and contains several spectral peaks (Stuart et al., 1979; Samson, 1982). The signatures at478

low and mid-latitudes are more sinusoidal, with only a single dominant spectral peak. The479

change in Pi2 spectra from high to mid-latitudes indicates that there is a mechanism acting480

to filter the pulsations in the inner magnetosphere. There has been speculation that the481

boundary between high latitude disordered Pi2 and the more ordered mid-latitude Pi2 is482

associated with the plasmapause and the way in which the pulsations propagate through483

the plasmasphere. The boundary may also be associated with the inner edge of the plasma484

sheet and the propagation of the pulsations as the plasma flows slow in the braking region.485

These possibilities are discussed further in Section 1.4.486

The longitudinal extent of Pi2 on the ground also varies with latitude. At high lati-487

tudes Pi2 appear to be more confined to the location of the substorm current wedge (SCW)488

(McPherron, 1972; Singer et al., 1983), whereas the mid- and low latitude pulsations are489

more spread out, occurring over most of the nightside (Yeoman et al., 1994). The pulsations490

are spherically polarized centered on the substorm onset meridian. When looking at high to491
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mid-latitudes, fluctuations in the H and D components of the magnetic field are in phase at492

the location of substorm onset while at locations removed from the substorm onset the com-493

ponents are out of phase with the phase shift becoming greater at greater distances. With494

the current extensive arrays of ground-based magnetometers throughout North America it is495

possible to use Pi2 observations to identify both the timing and location of substorm onset496

(Rae et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2011a).497

Pi2 packets are typically very short lived, lasting ∼10-15 min, with only a few wave498

periods per packet (∼5). However, each substorm can have several Pi2 packets associated499

with it. In a statistical study by Hsu and McPherron (2007) the authors showed that, on500

average, there are two Pi2 packets generated during a substorm and that the packets are501

separated by ∼20 minutes.502

As was indicated in Section 1.2, there have also been observations of pulsations with503

Pi2 properties observed in magnetic field and velocity measurements in space from geosyn-504

chronous orbit (Kepko and Kivelson, 1999) out as far as ∼-12 RE (Murphy et al., 2011b;505

Cao et al., 2012; Ream et al., 2013). These observations have lead to the models for Pi2506

generation that will be described in the following section.507

1.4 Existing Models for Pi2 Generation508

Pi2 pulsations have been studied extensively for several decades, however, the source of the509

Pi2 observed on the ground is still a subject of debate (Olson, 1999; Keiling and Takahashi ,510

2011)[and refs therein]. Because mid-latitude Pi2 can be used to identify the onset time511

of a substorm, understanding how they are generated is vital to understanding the series512

of events leading up to onset. There have been several models presented over the past513

decade to explain how Pi2 are generated in the magnetotail and propagate through the514

inner magnetosphere.515

Well-correlated measurements of the phenomena have led to several theories concerning516

the relationship between Pi2 pulsations and DFs such as the Bursty Flow Model(Kepko and517

Kivelson, 1999; Kepko et al., 2001) and the Pullsed Reconnection Model (Keiling et al.,518
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2008; Murphy et al., 2011b). Recently, Hsu et al. (2012) used a statistical study to show519

that 90% of plasma flows in the tail are associated with Pi2’s, indicating that either the520

plasma flows generate the Pi2 pulsations, or that the flows and Pi2s are generated by the521

same process. Another model that describes Pi2 generation in the near-earth plasma sheet522

is the Balloon Instability Model. There are also a set of models that describe the Pi2523

period in the pulsations observed at substorm onset being filtered out from a broadband524

disturbance by mechanisms in the inner magnetosphere. This set of models includes the525

Plasmapause Surface Mode model (Sutcliffe, 1975; Southwood and Stuart , 1980), as well as526

the Plasmasphere Cavity Resonance model (Saito and Matsushita, 1968; Yeoman and Orr ,527

1989; Sutcliffe and Yumoto, 1991; Takahashi et al., 1992), and its more generalized form, the528

Plasmasphere Virtual Resonance model.529

Based on a recent review of Pi2 by Keiling and Takahashi (2011), there are at least seven530

different models for Pi2 generation with source regions ranging from the reconnection region531

in the tail to the plasmasphere. These models are listed in Table 1.2 with brief descriptions532

of the Pi2 generation location and mechanisms addressed in each model. We will briefly go533

through each of these models.534

1.4.1 Plasmasphere Models535

There are several models describing how the fluctuations propagate once they are in the536

inner magnetosphere. These models look at plasmasphere cavity modes, plasmapause surface537

waves, and field line resonances as sources for the pulsations observed on the ground. One538

model typical of the inner magnetosphere is the Plasmaspheric Virtual Resonance (PVR)539

model which states that a broadband compressional wave travels earthward from the inner540

edge of the plasma sheet and excites a fast mode wave that is trapped in the plasmasphere541

with the ionosphere and plasmapause acting as nearly perfect reflectors at the inner and542

outer boundaries (Lee and Lysak , 1999).543

Each of the inner magnetosphere models for Pi2 generation require that a disturbance,544

presumably from the tail, must impact the inner edge of the plasma sheet to generate the545
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Table 1.2: List of Pi2 models with location and mechanism for Pi2 generation.

Model Location Generation Mechanism
Pulsed
Reconnection

Near-earth
reconnection
site

changes in the reconnection rate generate fast
mode pulses that travel earthward
(Keiling et al., 2006; Murphy et al., 2011b)

Bursty Flow plasma sheet
and inner edge
of the plasma
sheet

impedance mismatch, flow modulations, and fast
mode waves generated by flow bursts at the inner
edge of the plasma sheet
(Kepko and Kivelson, 1999; Kepko et al., 2001,
2004)

Transient
Response
(high-latitude Pi2)

near-Earth
plasma sheet

impedance mismatch causes Alfvén waves to be
partially reflected and bounce between the north-
ern and southern ionospheres
(Hughes , 1974; Southwood and Stuart , 1980;
Webster et al., 1989)

Plasma Instability-
Driven
(high-latitude Pi2)

near-Earth
plasma sheet

propagating and non-propagating periodic oscil-
lations of ballooning modes
(Solovyev et al., 2000; Keiling et al., 2008)

Plasmapause
Surface Mode

plasmapause Earthward propagating compressional waves ex-
cite a surface wave on the plasmapause
(Sutcliffe, 1975; Southwood and Stuart , 1980)

Plasmaspheric
Cavity Resonance

plasmasphere Earthward propagating compressional waves gen-
erate a trapped eigenmode in the plasmasphere
(Saito and Matsushita, 1968; Yeoman and Orr ,
1989; Sutcliffe and Yumoto, 1991; Takahashi
et al., 1992)

Plasmaspheric
Virtual Resonance

plasmasphere Earthward propagating compressional waves gen-
erate a trapped eigenmode in the plasmasphere
with a boundary that is not a perfect reflector
(Lee and Lysak , 1999; Fujita et al., 2002)

broadband compressional pulse that travels earthward through the inner magnetosphere.546

Therefore, the model for Pi2 generation in the tail by BBFs and those describing Pi2 gener-547

ation in the inner magnetosphere are not mutually exclusive.548

1.4.2 The Bursty Flow Model549

The key feature of the bursty flow model is a causal relationship between DFs and Pi2 gen-550

eration in the tail. Kepko and Kivelson (1999), Kepko et al. (2001) and Kepko et al. (2004)551

used satellite and ground-based observations to study Pi2 period fluctuations in the mag-552
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netic field at geosynchronous orbit and on the ground, and velocity perturbations further553

out in the magnetotail. The authors identified similar waveforms in each of the data sets554

and determined that variations associated with the DFs were generating the Pi2 observed555

at geosynchronous orbit and on the ground. Specifically, the authors argued that both the556

compression regions and time-variations in velocity associated with the braking of dipolar-557

ization fronts drive Pi2 pulsations. Based on the different drivers, the authors divided Pi2558

pulsations into three distinct categories: Transient Response (TR), Inertial Current (IC) and559

Directly Driven (DD).560

The model is summarized in Figure 1.6. TR and IC Pi2 pulsations are associated with the561

substorm current wedge (SCW) and are thought to arise because of an impedance mismatch562

between the ionosphere and magnetosphere as the DFs propagate earthward (Southwood and563

Stuart , 1980), and time variations in the flow velocity in the braking region (Shiokawa et al.,564

1997; Yumoto et al., 1989; Nagai et al., 1998; Kepko et al., 2001), respectively. Although565

both the TR and IC Pi2 are observed at mid- to high latitudes, they have slightly different566

signatures on the ground. Specifically, TR Pi2 have a damped sinusoidal form which con-567

tinues after the driving flow has stopped, and IC Pi2 have a relatively constant amplitude568

and are only present while the flows are present. In addition, the waveforms of the IC Pi2569

match the flow variations in the magnetotail while the TR Pi2 waveforms do not (Kepko570

and Kivelson, 1999; Kepko et al., 2001).571

Directly Driven (DD) Pi2 are caused by flow variations in the radial direction due to572

the deceleration of earthward flows in the high pressure region near the inner edge of the573

plasma sheet where field lines change from a stretched to a dipolar geometry. This generates574

a compressional wave that travels earthward across the background magnetic field (Russell575

and McPherron, 1973; Chang and Lanzerotti , 1975) to generate mid- to low-latitude Pi2576

observed on the ground. Observations of Pi2 by Uozumi et al. (2009) verify the existence577

of shear waves that are generated by a compressional wave in agreement with the directly578

driven model for generation of mid to low latitude Pi2.579

Panov et al. (2010) extended the Kepko et al. (2001) interpretation suggesting that Pi2580

pulsations are generated by the overshoot and rebound of bursty bulk flows (BBFs) at the581
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Figure 1.6: A summary of the bursty flow model for Pi2 generation from Kepko et al. (2001).

braking region causing the compressional wave to travel earthward.582

1.4.3 The Pulsed Reconnection Model583

A slightly different model, referred to as the pulsed reconnection model, was proposed by584

Keiling et al. (2006) and Keiling et al. (2008). For this model the authors use observations585

from the Cluster spacecraft along with ground based magnetometer data to show that flow586

variations at the BBF origin cause Alfvén-mode waves to propagate along field lines and fast-587

mode waves to propagate earthward in the plasma sheet ahead of the BBF. An early reference588

to this mechanism for Pi2 generation was mady by Dungey (1994) when he states ”Another589

enjoyable handwaving speculation suggests that Pi2 are the pizzicato form of pulsations,590

probably twanged by impulsive reconnection.”591

More recently, Murphy et al. (2011b) used Geotail and ground-based magnetometer ob-592

servations to construct a set of scenarios which are possible in the pulsed reconnection model593

but not in the bursty flow model. In these scenarios reconnection generates both a bursty594

flow and a fast mode wave. The first scenario shows the fast mode traveling much faster595

than the bursty flow so that Pi2 are observed on the ground before the BBF is observed by596

Geotail. The second scenario shows the fast mode only slightly ahead of the BBF so that597

Geotail observed the BBF before the Pi2 were observed on the ground. Finally, the third598
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scenario shows simultaneous observations of Pi2 on the ground and the BBF at Geotail.599

This models is closely related to the Bursty Flow model in that they both suggest that600

variations in the pressure and in velocity associated with the earthward propagation of dipo-601

larization fronts are related to the Pi2 pulsations measured by ground-based magnetome-602

ters. However, in the bursty flow model, the pulsations are generated by the flow channels,603

whereas, in the pulsed reconnection model, the Pi2 pulsations and the flow channel are gen-604

erated concurrently at the reconnection site with the period of the pulsations determined by605

the reconnection rate.606

1.4.4 The Instability Driven Model607

A more recently proposed model for high latitude Pi2 generation is the instability driven608

model (Keiling , 2012). Solovyev et al. (2000) suggested that instabilities in the magnetotail609

could lead to phenomena such as Pi2 pulsations and spatial distortion of auroral arcs observed610

from the ground. Keiling (2012) takes this scenario further by identifying the drift balloning611

mode in the near-Earth plasma sheet (∼ 9−12 RE) as the specific source for the Pi2 periods612

pulsations observed from the ground. In this model Pi2 are a direct response to the period of613

the balloning wave perturbations combined with a westward diamagnetic drift. Field-aligned614

currents then carry the disturbance from the balloning unstable region into the ionosphere.615

Keiling (2012) also argues that different balloning active regions produce slightly different616

Pi2 signatures so the model can account for the multiple spectral peaks observed in Pi2 at617

high latitudes. The author notes that there are Pi2 observed by ground magnetometers in618

their case study that are not instability driven, but instead match the transient response619

description at high latitudes, and the plasmasphere cavity resonance description at mid to620

low latitudes.621

Based on the existing models for Pi2 generation there are at least 7 different generation622

mechanisms that may be responsible for generating Pi2 period pulsations. Most likely, several623

of the mechanisms described in the existing models are acting together to produce the Pi2624

signatures observed by ground-based magnetometers for any given substorm event.625
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1.5 Methods626

Each of the Pi2 models discussed in 1.4 tries to describe how the Pi2 signatures observed at627

different latitudes are generated. However, since all of the models were constructed by using628

satellite and ground-based data they only account for discrete point observations with large629

spatial separation. In order to properly identify the Pi2 driver we need a more global picture630

of the magnetotail. In order to obtain that large scale view of the magnetotail, we have631

decided to use global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations to approach the question632

of what is driving Pi2 in the tail.633

In order to investigate the generation of Pi2 pulsations in the context of the global envi-634

ronment we will select several substorm events to model using a global MHD simulation of635

Earth’s magnetosphere. The benefit of using a global simulation, rather satellite measure-636

ments, is that we are able to track the flow channels and their related DFs as they propagate637

through the system rather than simply getting a glimpse of them as they pass by the space-638

craft. This will allow us to get a more complete picture of how the flow channels are related639

to the generation of Pi2 pulsations since we will be able to observe how the signatures change640

as the disturbance propagates earthward.641

1.5.1 Global Magnetohydrodymanic (MHD) Simulations642

MHD simulations will be carried out with both the UCLA global MHD code and the Lyon-643

Fedder-Mobarry (LFM) Global MHD code to establish the magnetosphere’s response to the644

solar wind conditions observed before and during the substorm event. The reason for using645

two different MHD models is twofold. First, we need to determine whether the results are646

code dependent. Given that these are small transient features in a very large system the647

gridding and the numerical methods used in the models may impact the perturbations that648

develop in the simulation results. Using two different models allows us to investigate the649

robustness of the Pi2 results. Second, although it was not used in the current study, LFM has650

the capability to couple to an inner magnetosphere model which will allow studies involving651

wave propoagation from the inner edge of the plasma sheet earthward. The developers of652
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LFM have also done some simulations where they have incorporated a plasmasphere model653

and they are currently analyzing the preliminary results from those simulations [Michael654

Wiltberger, Personal communication, June 2013]. The inclusion of the plasmasphere will be655

of great use in Pi2 investigations because it will allow us to investigate how the Pi2 propagate656

to lower latitudes.657

With some slilght differences both models follow the set of ideal MHD equations which658

are a combination of Maxwell’s equations and the fluid equations given below.659

∂B

∂t
= −∇× E (Faraday’s Law) (1.1)

660

µ0J = ∇×B (Ampere’s Law) (1.2)

661

∇ ·B = 0 (1.3)

662

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0 (Continuity) (1.4)

663

ρ

(
∂

∂t
+ v · ∇

)
v = J×B−∇p (Momentum) (1.5)

664

∂

∂t

p

ργ
= 0 (Energy) (1.6)

665

E + v ×B = 0 (Ideal Ohm’s Law) (1.7)

In this set of equations B is the magnetic field, E is the electric field, v is the bulk velocity,666

ρ is the mass density, p is the pressure, γ is the adiabatic index, J is the current, and µ0 is667

the permeability of free space.668

Each of the two models uses different methods for solving the set of MHD equations. In669
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some cases the equations themselves are rewritten and additional terms are indluded. For670

example the UCLA model solved the resistive MHD equations which includes an anomolous671

resistivity term in Ohm’s law. Descriptions of the two simulation are given in the following672

sections.673

1.5.1.1 The UCLA 3D Global MHD Model674

The UCLA global MHD code is a coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere three-dimensional675

global MHD code based on a one-fluid description of the interaction between the solar wind676

and the magnetosphere. This code is discussed in detail by Raeder et al. (1996), Raeder677

et al. (1998) and El-Alaoui (2001). The simulation box is 20 to -300 RE in x, and 55 to -55678

RE in y and z, GSM, and uses a non-uniform Cartesian grid with the minimum grid spacing679

set at 0.15 RE.680

As mentioned above, the equations used in the model differ slightly from the ideal MHD681

equations. First, the electric field in the code includes both convective and resistive terms682

~E = −~v × ~B + η~j where ~j is the current, ~B is the magnetic field, ~E is the electric field, and683

η is the anomalous resistivity. This anomalous resistivity is defined by684

η = αj′2 if j′ ≥ δ, 0 otherwise (1.8)

685

j′ =
| j | ∆
| B | +ε

(1.9)

where j′ is the normalized current density, ∆ is the grid spacing, j is the local current, B is686

the local magnetic field, and ε is used to avoid dividing by zero. The quantities α and δ are687

set such that the resistivity is only non-zero in strong current sheets.688

Another difference is in the energy and momentum equations. In the UCLA model they689

are written as690

∂ρv

∂t
= −∇ · (ρvv + pI) + J×B (UCLA Momentum) (1.10)
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691

∂e

∂t
= −∇ · ({e+ p}v) + J · E (UCLA Energy) (1.11)

692

e =
1

2
ρv2 +

p

γ − 1
(1.12)

Where I is the identity matrix. The J×B and J ·E terms are included as source terms693

since the large magnetic field gradients and low plasma β in the near-Earth region do not694

allow for the full conservative form of the MHD equations (Raeder et al., 1996). The energy695

equation includes both thermal and kinetic contributions as shown in Equation 1.12.696

Open (i.e., zero normal derivative) boundary conditions are applied to all outer bound-697

aries except the sunward boundary. The sunward outer boundary conditions are set to the698

time dependent solar wind conditions (magnetic field, velocity, density and temperature)699

measured by an available solar wind monitor (ACE, Geotail, THEMIS, etc.). To prepare700

the solar wind data for input into the simulation, magnetic field measurements are rotated701

into a minimum variance frame. The normal component of the magnetic field is then set to702

a constant. The method outlined here is used to propagate the solar wind parameters from703

the solar wind monitor to the inflow boundary and keeps divergence of B equal to zero at704

the outer boundary (El-Alaoui , 2001). The benefit of treating the solar wind input in the705

way is that it allows the inclusion of all components of the solar wind magnetic field while706

maintaining ∇ · B = 0 at the sunward boundary. The inner boundary will be discussed in707

detail in Section 1.5.2708

The code uses a finite difference method to solve the normalized resistive MHD equa-709

tions on the grid. The equations are solved using a fourth order spatial differencing with a710

predictor-corrector scheme that is second order accuate in time. Since only the gas dynamic711

equations are strictly conserved with the finite difference method the constrained transport712

method (Evans and Hawley , 1988) is used when solving the magnetic induction equation.713

The constrained transport method used in conjunction with a grid where the magnetic field714

quantities are offset from the plasma parameters by half a grid spacing ensures that ∇·B = 0715

is maintained throughout the grid.716
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1.5.1.2 Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry Global MHD Model717

The LFM simulation is described in great detail in Lyon et al. (2004), and the specific718

numerical methods are discussed in Lyon, J. G. (2007). The basic idea of the two codes719

is similar but there are several key differences between the UCLA model and the LFM720

model. Perhaps the most obvious difference is that LFM uses a non-orthogonal distorted721

spherical grid, as opposed to the stretched Cartesian grid used by the UCLA model. The722

grid boundary is a cylindrical shell. Boundaries in the φ and θ directions are periodic and723

the boundaries in the radial direction are divided into internal and external boundaries.724

The external boundary is where the solar wind measurements are input. The solar wind is725

assumed to be made up of planar fronts much like the UCLA model, but rather than using726

a minimum variance frame to keep variations in all three Cartesian components of the solar727

wind, the LFM model assumes Bx = 0. Because the solar wind Bx is not amplified across the728

bow shock this assumption does not dramatically affect the simulation results. The internal729

boundary will be discussed in the Section 1.5.2.730

Lyon et al. (2004) states that there were several considerations that went into developing731

the LFM code. These considerations were the adapted grid described above, ∇ · B = 0,732

regions with high Alfvén speed, low β, or high magnetic field, and coupling to the ionospheric733

model. LFM maintains ∇ · B = 0 using a total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme in734

conjunction with a grid that has the magnetic field offset from the plasma parameters by735

half a grid spacing. The TVD scheme is a method used to mediate problems that arise when736

using numerical schemes that use linear operators to solve hyperbolic systems (like the ideal737

MHD equations). The basic idea is to determine where diffusion is necessary in order to738

control unnatural oscillations that arise in the system. As a result the amount of diffusion is739

increased in regions with steep gradients, and minimized in regions where the flow is smooth.740

As you move closer to the planet the magnetic field and Alfvén speed get very large. LFM741

handles this by setting the inner edge of the MHD calculations to ∼3 RE and using a Boris742

correction on the flows. The model addresses the low plasma β consideration by using an743

energy equation that includes only the thermal and kinetic contributions. Lyon et al. (2004)744
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refers to this as the fluid (plasma) energy.745

The considerations mentioned above lead to some slight modifications to the ideal MHD746

equation set.747

∂ρv

∂t
= −∇ · (ρvv + pI)−∇ ·

(
I
B2

8π
− BB

4π

)
(LFM Momentum) (1.13)

748

∂e

∂t
= −∇ ·

(
v

(
ρv2

2
+

γ

γ − 1
p

))
− v · ∇ ·

(
I
B2

8π
− BB

4π

)
(LFM Energy) (1.14)

749

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (v ×B) (1.15)

The major difference between these equations and Equations 1.5 and 1.6 is that the energy750

is the fluid energy instead of the total energy. Also, Faraday’s Law has been rewritten using751

the ideal Ohm’s law. This set of equations is very similar to those used in the UCLA model752

except the J ·E term in Equation 1.14 has been written as velocity dotted with the magnetic753

force.754

By using the offset grid, quantities on the cell faces is not directly computed. Instead,755

the mean magnetic field threading the face is used. The magnetic field is updated using756

Faraday’s Law with Stokes Theorem with the integral computed along the edges of the cell757

that enclose the given face. ∇·B = 0 is conserved since the flux entering the cell is the same758

as the flux leaving the cell. Since the action of an electric field along the edge of a cell leaves759

∇ ·B unchanged the TVD scheme can modify the electric field locally while conserving the760

solenoidal behavior of ~B (Lyon et al., 2004).761

1.5.2 Ionospheric Boundary762

The treatment of the boundary conditions differs between the two models. This is where763

the MHD variables are coupled to the ionosphere via the parallel currents by using the764
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ionospheric potential equation765

∇ · Σ · ∇Φ = −j‖ sin I (1.16)

where Φ is the ionospheric potential as a function of magnetic latitude and local time, Σ766

is the tensor of the ionospheric conductance including Hall and Pedersen conductance, j‖ is767

the mapped FAC with the downward current considered positive and corrected for flux tube768

convergence, and I is the inclination of the dipole field at the ionosphere (Raeder et al., 1998).769

For the inner boundary, both simulations include ionospheric conductance models based on770

the formula presented by Robinson et al. (1987), which accounts ionization arising from both771

solar EUV and auroral precipitation to solve for the Hall and Pedersen conductances in the772

ionosphere.773

ΣP =
40E

16 + E2
Φ

1
2
E (1.17)

774

ΣH = 0.45(E)0.85ΣP (1.18)

However, both the solar EUV and auroral contributions are calculated differently in each of775

the models.776

1.5.2.1 UCLA Ionosphere777

The inner boundary for the UCLA simulation is a spherical shell placed at a radius of 2.7 RE.778

As indicated above, the conductance distribution in the model is determined by using solar779

EUV, as well as discrete and diffuse precipitation, self-consistently with the MHD model780

(Raeder et al., 1998, 2001; El-Alaoui et al., 2009).781

The solar EUV contribution to the conductivity is based on the empirical model described782

by Moen and Brekke (1993). It is temporally fixed but varies spatially based on solar zenith783
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angle solar (χ) and radio flux at 10.7 cm (F10.7).784

ΣH = (F10.7)
0.53(0.81k + 0.54k1/2)

ΣP = (F10.7)
0.49(0.34k + 0.93k1/2)

k = cosχ

(1.19)

To account for the discrete auroral contribution to the conductance, the UCLA model uses785

the precipitation model proposed by Knight (1973) and Lyons et al. (1979) to calculate the786

mean energy (E0) and energy flux (FE) of precipitating electrons that have been accelerated787

by a parallel potential drop (see also Fridman and Lemaire, 1980):788

FE = ∆Φ|||j|||

E0 = e∆Φ||

∆Φ|| =

(√
2πmekTe
e2ne

)
max(0,−j||)

(1.20)

The model assumes steady state and incorporates precipitation only in regions of upward789

field-aligned currents.790

To account for the diffuse auroral contribution, following Kennel and Petschek (1966),791

The ionospheric model used in the UCLA simulation assumes that the electron distributions792

become isotropic at a radial distance of 3.7 RE.793

FE = nekTe

(
kTe

2πme

)1/2

E0 = kTe

(1.21)

Equation 1.16 is solved on the surface of a sphere with radius 1.015 RE, an altitude of 110794

km, using th mapped FAC and the computed conductances. The potential is then mapped795

along field lines up to the inner edge of the MHD model where it is used as a boundary796

condition for the flows, v = −∇Φ×B/B2.797
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1.5.2.2 LFM Ionosphere798

The ionospheric model used in LFM is the Magnetosphere Ionosphere Coupler/Solver or MIX799

code which has been described in detail in Fedder et al. (1995) and Wiltberger et al. (2009).800

The codes primary function is to use existing empirical models for ionospheric conductance801

to find the electrostatic potential solution for a given event.802

The solar EUV contribution to the conductances is calculated based on fits to incoherent803

scatter radar data. The equations are broken up into bins of solar zenith angle for the804

Pedersen and Hall conductances:805

ΣP = 0.5F
2/3
10.7cos(χ)2/3 χ ≤ 65◦

ΣP = Σ65◦

P − 0.12F
2/3
10.7cos(χ− 65◦) 65◦ < χ ≤ 100◦

ΣP = Σ100◦

P − 0.065F
2/3
10.7cos(χ− 100◦) χ > 100◦

(1.22)

806

ΣH = 1.8F
1/2
10.7cos(χ) χ ≤ 65◦

ΣH = Σ65◦

H − 0.49F
1/2
10.7cos(χ− 65◦) χ > 65◦

(1.23)

The same method for calculating ionospheric conductances has been used in AIME studies807

(Richmond and Kamide, 1988). This is similar to the solar EUV model used in the UCLA808

simulation in that it creates a temporally fixed profile that varies with solar zenith angle. It809

also allows for the inclusion of seasonal and diurnal variations in the model.810

For the contribution from precipitating electrons the MIX calculates the thermal flux (F0)811

and mean energy (E) of the precipitating electrons by first calculating the initial energy (E0)812

and thermal flux using the sound speed and the plasma density at the inner boundary of the813

MHD region in the simulation.814

E0 = αc2s

F0 = βρE
1/2
0

(1.24)

Constants α and β are used in the equations for number flux and mean energy to scale the815

precipitation energy to reasonable values in order to obtain results for the conductances that816

are consistent with measurements (Slinker et al., 1999).817
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Next, following work by Chiu and Cornwall (1980) and Chiu et al. (1981), the parallel818

potential drop along field lines between the inner boundary of the simulation grid and the819

ionosphere is calculated via:820

E|| =
RJ||E

1/2
0

ρ
(1.25)

A scaling factor (R) that is proportional to the electron velocity is used in this step to821

include an effective resistivity to the field-aligned currents that is taken to be 5 times larger822

for upward current than for downward current. This accounts for the stronger electric823

field required to draw ‘hot’ electrons from the magnetosphere into the ionosphere than that824

required to draw ‘cold’ electrons out of the ionosphere.825

Finally, the effects of the field-aligned potential on the electron flux in a geomagnetic826

mirror field are accounted for based on work by Owens and Fedder (1978). The final forms827

of the energy (E) and electron flux (F ) are:828

F = F0(8− 7e
−E||
7E0 E|| > 0

F = F0e
E||
E0 E|| < 0

E = E0 + E||

(1.26)

The coupling between MIX and LFM is accomplished via field aligned currents and the829

potential solution is used as a boundary condition for the velocity in the MHD region of the830

simulation, in the same manner as in the UCLA model.831

1.5.3 Limitations of MHD Models832

Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is a fluid approximation to a plasma that can be found by833

taking the macroscopic moments of the Vlasov equation (the equation for a collisionless834

plasma). The moments tell you about the density, bulk velocity, pressure and temperature835

of the of the plasma rather than how the individual particles are behaving. As a result836

MHD cannot give information about phenomena caused by particle-particle or wave-particle837

interactions. Each moment depends on the next higher moment so the system must be838
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truncated in order to form a closed set of equations. This is typically done by taking an839

equation of state for the pressure to avoids the necessity of solving for the heat flux. The840

models used in this study assume isotropic pressure and take the ideal gas law p = nkT as841

the equation of state. This means that any effects of pressure anisotropy are neglected in842

the models.843

The set of equations is simplified further by neglecting the difference between particle844

species. The number density, mass, and velocity are taken to be a combination of the845

individual species variables. The models also assume quasi-neutrality. As a result any846

effects of interactions between different particle species are also neglected. The frozen-in847

condition, in which the particles are tied to the magnetic field lines, requires that some848

additional assumptions are made to reduce the generalized Ohm’s law849

E + v ×B = ηj +
1

ne
j×B− 1

ne
∇ ·Pe +

me

ne2
∂j

∂t
(1.27)

to the ideal Ohm’s law E = −v×B. The electron pressure gradient is neglected to eliminate850

the third term on the right. Slow time variations in the current density are also neglected851

eliminating the fourth term on the right. Because transverse currents are small, the Hall852

term (second term on the right) is also neglected. The first term on the right is included in853

regions of large current density in the UCLA model in order to allow for reconnection. In854

the LFM model the numerical resistivity is large enough to allow for reconnection to take855

place so no additional resistivity is included.856

In addition to the general limitations on MHD models, both the UCLA and LFM models857

used in this study are limited by the fact that they do not include an inner magnetosphere.858

The physical processes that occur in regions of the plasmasphere, ring current, and radiation859

belts are completely neglected. As a result we limit our analysis to the region outside of 6860

RE and do not look at the Pi2 models that describe generation of Pi2 by physical processes861

in the inner magnetosphere.862

By approaching the question of how Pi2 pulsations are generated using global MHD sim-863

ulations we will be able to determine if the DFs observed in the system are responsible for864
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the generation of the Pi2 pulsations in the inner magnetosphere. We will also be able to865

track the Pi2 period perturbations from their point of origin in the tail into the inner magne-866

tosphere. This method eliminates the need to make assumptions concerning what happens867

between discrete point observations in the magnetosphere afforded by satellite observations868

and instead lets us look at the entire system.869

1.6 Major topics to be addressed in the dissertation870

There are several outstanding questions concerning how Pi2 pulsations are generated and how871

they propagate earthward to produce the signatures observed on the ground. We investigated872

the following aspects of Pi2 generation in the magnetotail:873

1. Identify the relationship between flow channels, DFs, and Pi2 pulsations in874

MHD simulations. We identify earthward flow channels and their associated DFs875

in the tail in a case study with the UCLA global MHD simulation. The simulation876

results are then used to investigate the perturbations associated with the flow channels877

observed in the near the time of onset.878

2. Identify how the Pi2 period perturbations change as they approach and879

pass through the braking region. As part of this project we will identify the wave880

modes and phase shift as perturbations related to flow channels/DFs as they approach881

and pass through the braking region. We will also look at the amplitude of the Pi2882

perturbations to determine what changes the perturbations experience as they pass883

through the braking region into the inner magnetosphere.884

3. Compare the MHD results to the existing models for Pi2 generation. We will885

use the simulations to distinguish between the drivers for Pi2 that would be observed886

at different latitudes on the ground in order to compare the results to the bursty887

flow model. To compare the results to the pulsed reconnection model we will check888

reconnection rates for reconnection regions generating DFs and compare fluctuations889

in reconnection rates to Pi2 period at the braking region.890
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4. Propose a model for Pi2 generation based on MHD Results. Results from891

both the UCLA MHD Model and the LFM Model will be used to develop the Pi2892

model. We will use the field aligned current, magnetic field, pressure and velocity893

perturbations in the MHD results to distinguish between TR, IC, and DD Pi2 and894

their different driving mechanisms.895
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CHAPTER 2896

Using MHD Simulations to Study Pi2 Pulsations897

We use a global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulation event study of a substorm on898

September 14, 2004 to investigate fluctuations in plasma properties of the magnetotail in the899

Pi2 range and their relationship to fast earthward flows and their associated dipolarization900

fronts (DFs). This is the first time a global MHD simulation has been used to study Pi2901

pulsations.902

The first step in this project to determine whether Pi2 pulsations can be observed in a903

global MHD simulation. Next we focus on the time surrounding substorm onset to determine904

how the Pi2 pulsations are related to the fast flows and DFs observed in the simulation. We905

also follow the perturbations associated with the fast flows from their point of origin into906

the geosynchronous orbit to determine how the perturbations propagate through the system.907

The major results are that Pi2 can be identified in a global MHD simulation and they are908

directly associated with the observed fast flows that originate from reconnection regions in909

the tail.910

When we focus on the dipolarization front (DF) at the earthward edge of the fast flow911

channel at onset, we observe fluctuations at Pi2 frequencies in the magnetic field, velocity,912

and pressure. There are very distinct changes in the signatures as the perturbations pass913

through the braking region into the inner magnetosphere. These changes are discussed briefly914

here and will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3.915
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2.1 Observations916

The event we have selected for this study is a moderate substorm on September 14, 2004917

whose properties have previously been reported on by Cao et al. (2008, 2012) based on918

Double Star and Cluster observations. This event was selected because it is an example of919

moderate activity.920

Pi2 onset measured by the Urumqi magnetometer (northwest China; 48 MLAT) occurs at921

∼18:22 UT as shown in Figure 2.1. Data are from the World Data Center [http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-922

u.ac.jp]. The instrument observed a burst of Pi2 pulsations at ∼1822-1834 UT with a smaller923

burst around 1845 UT. The period of the observed Pi2s is ∼60-90 seconds. The Norlisk924

(NOK) magnetometer in Russia (mLat 59.50) Gjerloev (2009, 2012) observed a drop of925

∼700 nT in the northward component beginning at 1821 UT and confirms the Pi2 timing926

(not shown). The AL index Davis and Sugiura (1966)(Figure 2.2), however, shows a period927

of steady moderate activity between 1715 UT and 1820 UT followed by an expansion phase928

beginning at ∼1828 UT; 6 minutes after Pi2 onset. At this time the AL index decreases929

sharply from -150, reaching a minimum of -857 at 1844 UT. The discrepancy between Pi2930

onset and the AL substorm onset could be due to the limited number of AL stations on the931

nightside during this event. Another possibility is that the NOK and Urumqi instruments932

detected a pseudo-breakup with the full substorm onset developing shortly thereafter, as933

indicated by the AL index.934

The data available in the plasma sheet during this event are from Double Star (TC1)935

located at (-10.2, -1.6, 1.2) RE GSM. The data used in this study come from the Fluxgate936

Magnetometers (FGM) (Carr et al., 2005) aboard the satellite. TC1 is located very close to937

the central plasma sheet (CPS) around the time of substorm onset, which is the ideal position938

to observe DFs propagating earthward/tailward in the magnetotail. Figure 2.3a shows the939

magnetic field measurements from TC1. There is an interval from ∼1755 to ∼1825 UT when940

TC1 is near the edge of the plasma sheet. During this interval Bx becomes very large and941

Bz becomes very small. It is possible that the plasma sheet became very thin during this942

interval. Figure 2.3b expands the plots of Bz (blue) and Bx (red) for the interval between943
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Figure 2.1: Detrended BH from the ground magnetometer in Urumqi, China. The station
is located at 43.80◦ latitude and 87.70◦ longitude, (33.4◦ magnetic latitude). At the time of
substorm onset (1828 UT) the station is located at 0222 MLT.
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Figure 2.2: The 1 minute AL index during the substorm on 14-Sept-2004 (1630-1930 UT)
from the OMNI database. The solid vertical lines indicate Pi2 onset (∼1822 UT) and
substorm onset (∼1828 UT) as identified using ground-based magnetometer data, AL and
IMAGE observations. The dashed vertical lines indicate the times when bursts of DFs are
observed in the simulation.
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Figure 2.3: a) Magnetic field measurements Bx (black), By (red), and Bz (blue) for Double
Star (TC1) for the time period 14-Sep-2004 1500–2000 UT. Pi2 onset (1822 UT) from ground
magnetometer observations, and substorm onset (1828 UT) based on the AL index are
indicated by the gray dashed lines. b) Bz (blue) and Bx (red) during the interval 1815-1850
UT (indicated by the blue solid lines in panel a). The arrows indicate times of DFs.

the solid blue lines (1815 to 1850 UT). Three DFs were observed by TC1 at ∼1825, 1830,944

and 1844 UT, with the possibility of a fourth DF at 1837. The signatures are identified as945

sharp jumps in Bz with corresponding decreases in Bx, and are marked with gray arrows in946

Figure 2.3b. TC1 also observed Pi2 pulsations beginning at 1821 UT (Figure 2.4a), just947

before the first DF was observed as shown in Figure 2.3, and ∼1-2 minutes before Pi2 onset948

on the ground. This suggests a relationship between the two phenomena.949

We use Geotail, which was located just outside the bow shock at ∼(25, 17, -2) RE GSM,950

as the solar wind probe for this event (Frank et al., 1994; Kokubun et al., 1994). A small time951

shift (<2 minutes) was applied to propagate the measurements to the bow shock. Geotail952

measurements are shown in Figure 2.5. The panels show a) magnetic field Bx (black), By953

(blue), and Bz (red), b) vx, c) vy (black) and vz (red), d) density, and e) temperature.954
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Figure 2.4: Filtered BZ for a) TC1 and b) Simulation results near the TC1 location. The
times for Pi2 onset in the two panels are offset by 5 minutes. The gray areas indicate times
when the Pi2 in the simulation correspond to the TC1 measurements.

The observations show a period where the IMF is dominated by By between 1640 and 1730955

UT. The IMF turns slightly southward at ∼1707 UT and becomes more negative at 1730956

UT. A strong northward turning occurs at ∼1830 UT, coincident with the beginning of the957

expansion phase in AL.958

Satellite and ground-based observations for this event are discussed in detail by Cao et al.959

(2008). The authors used the timing between observations of magnetic dipolarization at TC1960

and Cluster 4 (located outside of the plasma sheet until ∼1850 UT) along with multi-point961

analysis techniques (Nakamura et al., 2005) to show that dipolarization-related disturbances962

propagate tailward at a speed of ∼86 km/s. They also relate the tailward expansion of the963

magnetic dipolarization to poleward expansion of auroral bulges observed by the IMAGE964

spacecraft (Mende et al., 2001). Pre-onset auroral signatures for this event were investigated965

in depth by Cao et al. (2012). In this paper the authors discuss a double oval in the image966

data at 1720 UT with poleward boundary intensifications (PBIs) beginning at ∼1752 UT.967

They also point out auroral streamers in the IMAGE data between ∼1801 and ∼1820 UT,968

and argue that these signatures are indicative of earthward flows during the growth phase969

of the substorm. However, onset for this event in the IMAGE auroral observations is not970

clearly defined. There is a full auroral oval that formed during an earlier substorm at ∼1520971

UT. Although there was auroral brightening seen at the time of the Pi2 onset at Urumqi972
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Figure 2.5: Geotail solar wind measurements for September 14, 2004 1400–1930 UT used
for input in the MHD simulation. a) Magnetic field Bx (black), By (blue), and Bz (red)
(black) [nT], b) Solar wind velocity vx, c) Solar wind velocity vy (black), vz (red) [km/s], d)
density [cc−3], and e) temperature [◦K]. Blue dashed line indicates Pi2 onset and blue solid
line indicates substorm onset.

(1820-1822 UT), poleward expansion did not begin until ∼1826-1829 UT. Substorm onset973

based on the IMAGE observations could be placed at any time between 1820-1829 UT.974

2.2 Simulation Results975

In order to observe structures propagating along the plasma sheet, it is useful to remove the976

spatial affects caused by a curved or distorted plasma sheet in the simulation. For this study977

we defined the center of the plasma sheet by using the position where Bx passes through978

zero. We compared this surface with that of maximum thermal pressure, which gives a979

good approximation for the central plasma sheet (CPS) on the night side (Ashour-Abdalla980

et al., 2002), and found good agreement everywhere except x > −7.5 where the Bx surface981

organized the simulation results better. Figure 2.6 shows results from the simulation on the982

central plasma sheet before (panel a) and during (panel b) the substorm. The background983

colors are Bz, the purple arrows are the velocity vectors, and the black contours are the984
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thermal pressure between 0 and 4000 pPa, dP=500 pPa. The neutral line is where Bz is zero985

and is colored in green. The TC1 location is indicated by the purple dot in the images. Two986

snapshots prior to the onset time of the substorm are shown in Panel a for times 1755 and987

1805 UT. Both of these snapshots show that the neutral line is located between -20 and -25988

RE. They also show that there was a great deal of activity leading up to the substorm. This989

is especially evident at 1805 UT when fast plasma flows are present across the dusk sector990

in the region 15 < r < 20 RE, and the remnants of at least three fast flow channels are991

present inside of ∼ 15 RE. Panel b shows four time steps at 10 minute intervals beginning992

at 1820 UT. The snapshot at 1820 UT shows a fast flow channel near midnight highlighted993

by the yellow box. This is the flow channel that agrees most closely, both spatially and994

temporally, with the TC1 observations. The reconnection at this time is very patchy in the995

region −20 ≥ x ≥ −35 RE The snapshot at 1830 UT shows that the reconnection and fast996

flows begin to move tailward. At ∼1840 UT there is one final flow channel that forms at the997

reconnection region located near -35 RE and by 1850 UT the entire region inside of -30 RE998

has quieted down.999

2.3 Identifying Pi2 in the Simulation results1000

The first step to determine the relationship between the Pi2 pulsations and the DFs in1001

the simulation is to identify the signatures of the two phenomena. By looking at the cen-1002

tral plasma sheet in the simulation we are able to identify DFs which appear as earth-1003

ward/tailward propagating enhancements in Bz with δBz ≥ 6nT . Several DFs can be seen1004

propagating earthward in the simulation after 1700 UT with the majority being confined1005

within a few hours of local midnight. The DFs with the largest δBz occur between 2330 and1006

0115 MLT. Figure 2.7a shows simulation results on the maximum pressure surface between1007

1818 and 1823 UT. The format is the same as Figure 2.6. The DF shown in these images1008

is coincident with the TC1 observations and is confined to the region 0015-0115 MLT. The1009

large black arrows indicate the leading edge of the DF as it propagates earthward. Figure1010

2.7b shows the regions outlined by the yellow boxes at 1821 and 1822 UT. From these two1011
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a) b)a) b)

TC1

Figure 2.6: Simulation results in the central plasma sheet before (panel a) and during (panel
b) the substorm. The background color shows Bz (-30 – 30 nT), the gray line contours show
thermal pressure (0-4000 pPa, δP between contours is 500 pPa), and purple the arrows show
the velocity in the xy-plane. The purple dots indicate the location of TC1. The yellow box
indicates an earthward propagating DF.

images one can see the obvious flow reversal on either side of the DF as well as a flow vortex1012

that forms at the earthward edge of the structure (El-Alaoui , 2001; Ashour-Abdalla et al.,1013

2002; Walker et al., 2006; El-Alaoui et al., 2009; Ashour-Abdalla et al., 2009; El-Alaoui et al.,1014

2010; Ge et al., 2011; Birn et al., 2011). The center of the vortex, indicated by the yellow1015

crosses, travels earthward ∼1 RE in the minute between the two time steps. Throughout the1016

simulation interval, there are several BBFs that propagate with their associated DFs from1017

reconnection regions between -12 and -35 RE. Each individual flow channel extends over1018

many earth radii in x but extends across only 1-3 RE in y in GSM coordinates.1019

The signatures associated with the DFs in the simulations are identified by averaging the1020

simulated velocity, magnetic field, and pressure at fixed radial distances from 3 to 50 RE1021

across a region of magnetic local time (MLT) where the dipolarization fronts are present.1022

This allows us to see the effects that the DFs in a given local time range have on the1023

inner magnetosphere as they travel earthward while averaging out the smaller scale spatial1024

fluctuations within the DFs themselves. Next we take 10 minute running averages and1025
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(a)( )

(b)

Figure 2.7: a) Simulation results on the maximum pressure surface at two minute intervals
during the passage of a DF. The background color shows Bz (-30 – 30 nT), the gray line
contours show thermal pressure (0-4000 pPa, δP between contours is 500 pPa), and the
purple arrows show the velocity in the xy-plane. The DF is indicated by the large blue
arrow in each panel. The purple dot indicates the location of TC1. b) The regions in the
yellow boxes in the panels for 1821 and 1822 are expanded to show the flow vortex at the
leading edge of the DF. Yellow crosses indicate the center of the vortex.
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subtract them from the measured values to look only at the perturbations in the different1026

components.1027

As was stated before, most of the strongest DFs in the simulation are observed in the1028

region 2330-0115 MLT, however, the strong DF observed at onset is located in the region1029

0015-0115 MLT. Figure 2.8a and b show the central plasma sheet at 1820 UT in the same1030

format as the panels in Figure 2.6. The gray lines in panel a indicate 2330 and 0115 MLT, and1031

the black lines in panel b indicate 0015 and 0115 MLT. Figure 2.8c shows the perturbations1032

on the central plasma sheet in the average of Bz between 2330 and 0115 MLT, and Figure1033

2.8d shows the perturbations in Bz between 0015 and 0115 MLT, plotted versus time and1034

radial distance from Earth in RE. The earthward propagating DFs can be seen in Bz (Figure1035

2.8c-d) as sharp boundaries between negative (blue) and positive (red) contours. The paths1036

of the strongest, most coherent DFs identified in panels c and d have been traced (black1037

dashed lines). The line plots at the bottom of panels c and d show δBz at r = -6, -8, -10,1038

and -12 RE filtered to Pi2 frequencies by using a band pass filter. The blue arrows on the1039

line plots indicate the times when DFs were observed at the given radial distance in the tail.1040

The solid purple lines indicate Pi2 onset at Urumqi (1822 UT) and substorm onset identified1041

in AL (1828 UT). Gray highlighted intervals in panel d are times when when Pi2 frequency1042

oscillations are found at and immediately after the dipolarization front observed at onset. In1043

Figure 2.8d, there are bursts of fluctuations within the Pi2 range following each of the DF1044

observed at onset (highlighted in gray). Additional Pi2 period perturbations prior to onset1045

and related to DFs outside of the MLT region selected are indicated by dashed boxes.1046

In order to focus on the perturbations related to the DF observed by TC1 at onset we1047

focus on the region between 0015 and 0115 MLT. In addition, since TC1 was near the edge1048

of the plasma sheet during the time leading up to onset we focus on the surface 1.5 RE above1049

the minimum Bx plane. Figure 2.9a shows the perturbations in the radial component of the1050

magnetic field on a plane 1.5 RE above the minimum Bx plane. Ground-based observations,1051

filtered to a 30 second time-step to match the simulation results, are shown at the bottom of1052

the figure for comparison. The black dashed lines have been copied from Figure 2.8d to show1053

how the perturbations relate to the path of the DFs. Pi2 fluctuations are observed at -6 RE,1054
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Figure 2.8: a) An image of the simulated CPS at 1820 UT in the same format as Figure 2.6
with the region 2330-0115 MLT indicated by the gray lines. b) Same as panel a but with
the region 0015-0115 MLT indicated by the black lines. c) Perturbed variables in Bz on the
CPS averaged over the region 2330-0115 MLT plotted versus time in x and radial distance
from earth in y. The dashed lines identify the paths of strong DFs. The lower panels show
line plots of the perturbed variables at r = 6, 8, 10, and 12 RE. Vertical lines indicate Pi2
and substorm onset. Blue arrows identify the passage of strong DFs. d) Same as panel c for
the region 0015-0115 MLT. Gray highlighted intervals are times when the frequencies of the
oscillations related to the DF at onset are within the Pi2 range. Dashed boxes indicate Pi2
fluctuations related to DFs outside the selected local time region.
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Figure 2.9: Perturbed variables a) δBR, b) the perturbed total pressure δPtotal plotted in
the same format as Figure 2.8d. Ground magnetometer observations filtered to 30 second
resolution have been included at the bottom of the figure for comparison.

highlighted in gray in the line plots, as the DF at onset approaches and begins to disrupt1055

the braking region. The onset of these perturbations is at 1819 UT, a few minutes before1056

Pi2 onset on the ground, and the fluctuations continue for about 30 minutes which agrees1057

well with the duration of Pi2 in the Urumqi observations. Fluctuations are also evident in1058

the radial component of the magnetic field at -6 RE, during the SMC-like interval, that are1059

related to DFs just outside the selected MLT range (gray dashed boxes in Figure 2.9a). The1060

BR component is interesting because it shows the fluctuations that are propagating across1061

the magnetic field lines. These are the fluctuations that would be observed at mid- to low1062

latitudes.1063

Figure 2.9b shows that the fluctuations in δPtotal (thermal pressure plus magnetic pres-1064

sure) on a plane 1.5 RE above the minimum Bx plane are also coincident with the passage1065

of DFs through the region. Following the DF at onset there are fluctuations in the line plots1066
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Figure 2.10: Perturbations in the thermal pressure (green), magnetic pressure (red), and
total pressure (black)[pPa] at -6, -8 and -10 RE between 0015 and 0115 MLT. For each
radial distance, perturbations are shown on the minimum Bx surface, and 1.5 RE above the
minimum Bx surface. Blue vertical lines indicate the times the DFs were observed at the
given radial distances and the black dashed lines indicate Pi2 and substorm onset.
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from -12 to -6 RE with a period of ∼120-150 s (highlighted in gray).1067

Figure 2.10 shows line plots of the perturbations in the magnetic pressure (red), thermal1068

pressure (green), and total pressure (black) at the minimum Bx plane and 1.5 RE above the1069

plane at -6 (a-b), -8 (c-d) and -10 (e-f) RE in the magnetotail from 1745 to 1845 UT. The1070

blue vertical lines indicate the time the DF reached the given radial distance and the black1071

dashed lines indicate Pi2 and substorm onset. In general, the fluctuations in the magnetic1072

and total pressures 1.5 RE above minimum Bx surface, near the edge of the plasma sheet, are1073

out of phase. On the minimum Bx surface fluctuations are more often in phase suggesting a1074

fast mode wave. The perturbations at the time of the DF crossing are typically in anti-phase1075

suggesting a slow mode wave. The exception is at -6 RE on the minimum Bx surface where1076

the perturbations are in phase at the time of the DF. In the center of the plasma sheet at -101077

RE (panel e) the total and magnetic pressures are only in phase for a short time beginning1078

at 1821 UT, just before Pi2 onset. Near the edge of the plasma sheet at -10 RE (panel f)1079

the fluctuations in the magnetic pressure in panel d very closely resemble the Pi2 observed1080

by TC1 beginning at 1822 UT (see Figure 2.4a).1081

Figure 2.11 shows the perturbations in a) the velocity parallel to the magnetic field (δvpa),1082

and b) the velocity in the earthward direction (δvx) 1.5 RE above the plasma sheet plotted in1083

the same format as Figure 2.8. The amplitude of the fluctuations observed in δvpa (panel a)1084

generally increase following the passage of a DF, and perturbations are observed in to -6 RE1085

following the DF at onset. Pi2 period fluctuations related to DFs outside the selected MLT1086

region are observed at 1705-1730 UT and 1745-1810 UT (gray dashed boxes). The first of1087

these intervals is associated with a strong minimum in Bz at the beginning of the disturbed1088

period in the simulation. The second interval occurs just before the first minimum in the1089

AL index discussed above. The interval related to the DF at onset (highlighted in gray)1090

occurs just before and during the expansion phase of the substorm, and may represent the1091

precursor to the Pi2 observed on the ground at Urumqi. The enhancement in δvpa tailward1092

of the braking region, along the path of the DF within the Pi2 range may be associated with1093

TR Pi2.1094

The amplitude of the fluctuations in δvx (Figure 2.11b) increase slightly before the DFs1095
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Figure 2.11: Perturbed variables a) δv‖, b) δvx plotted in the same format as Figure 2.9.
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passage through the region. However, we must remember that the fluctuations are over a1096

range in MLT from 0015 to 0115 UT. Because the flow channels are so narrow (1-2 RE)(see1097

Figure 2.7), Figure 2.11a shows the effects of the interaction between several earthward flow1098

channels and rebound flows, the tailward flows that form in the vortices to either side of each1099

fast flow channel, located outside of the MLT region. Fluctuations in δvx are well correlated1100

with fluctuations in δBR. The line plots at the bottom of panel b show that the amplitude of1101

the fluctuations in δvx decreases by more than 50% as the disturbances move earthward from1102

-12 to -8 RE. The fluctuations in δvx associated with the DF at onset agree very well with1103

the duration of the Pi2 observed on the ground and the fluctuations earlier in the simulation1104

agree well with the timing of the first drop and the first minimum in the AL index (Figure1105

2.2).1106

2.4 The Relationship between Fast Flows, Dipolarization Fronts,1107

and Pi2 Period Pulsations in the Magnetotail1108

Previous studies have used satellite measurements to investigate the origin of Pi2 pulsations1109

and build models to describe how they are generated. The benefits of using a global MHD1110

simulation to investigate the relationship between the DFs and the Pi2 pulsations is that we1111

can examine the entire region where the bursty flows, DFs and Pi2 pulsations are present1112

rather than using data from single points in space. This allows us to identify possible source1113

regions and to track the evolution of the pulsations as they move through the simulation.1114

In order for the pulsations observed at -6 RE to propagate earthward to drive the Pi21115

at lower L-shells, the azimuthal scale size must be large. Using the simulation results we1116

have taken several MLT bins and examined the coherence between them. Figure 2.12 shows1117

the perturbations in BT in 15 minute MLT bins between 2330 and 0145 MLT on the surface1118

1.5 RE above the center of the plasma sheet for the interval 1730-1900 UT. From top to1119

bottom, the panels show the MLT bins a) 2330-2345, b) 2345-0000, c) 0000-0015, d) 0015-1120

0030, e) 0030-0045, f) 0045-0100, g) 0100-0115, h) 0115-0130, and i) 0130-0145 MLT. The1121

values for coherence between the bin 0030-0045 MLT and the other MLT bins for the shaded1122
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Figure 2.12: Perturbations in BT at -6 RE 1.5 RE above the plasma sheet in the MLT
bins a) 2330-2345, b) 2345-0000, c) 0000-0015, d) 0015-0030, e) 0030-0045, f) 0045-0100,
g) 0100-0115, h) 0115-0130, and i) 0130-0145 MLT. The shading indicates MLT bins which
have good coherence to the bin at 0030-0045 MLT in the perturbations related to the DFs
observed during the first minimum in AL (1085-1813 UT) and at onset (1819-1929 UT).

intervals (1805-1813 UT and 1819-1829 UT) range from 0.6 to 0.85 for the low end of the1123

Pi2 spectrum (6-11 mHz). In general, the magnetic field perturbations during the shaded1124

intervals on this surface show good coherence over ∼1.5 to 2 hours MLT. This is consistent1125

with a recent study by Kwon et al. (2012) which shows high coherence if the signals (multiple1126

satellites and ground-based observations) are within 3 hours MLT of each other. However,1127

although we see coherence across several MLT bins above the center of the plasma sheet1128

during the expansion phase of the substorm (1819-1829 UT), and the wave forms at -61129

RE in the simulated magnetic pressure look very much like the observations, we only see1130

coherence across ∼1 hour of MLT near the center of the plasma sheet. Therefore, it is1131

difficult to determine a direct causal relationship between the pulsations we observe in the1132

simulation and the mid-latitude observations by Urumqi magnetometer, and higher latitude1133

Pi2 observations are unavailable for this event. We can, however, use the ground observations1134

for a timing comparison with the simulation.1135

Based on Figures 2.8, 2.9 and 2.11 the simulation observed Pi2 period pulsations at -61136
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RE related to the DFs outside the selected region. This is in contrast to the observations1137

which only show Pi2 pulsations after 1823 UT. There is a short (∼10 min) burst of weak1138

Pi2 pulsations just after 1730 UT in the observations that may be related to the earlier DFs1139

observed in the simulation and the first drop in AL, but there is nothing in the observations1140

that could correspond to the fluctuations between 1755 and 1805 UT in the simulation. One1141

reason for the discrepancy may be that the DFs were in the wrong local time for the Pi2 to be1142

observed by the Urumqi station. This may be especially true for the DF burst at 1755-18051143

UT which was predominantly on the dusk side while Urumqi was on the dawn side at ∼02001144

MLT. Another possibility is that the fluctuations observed at -6 RE in the simulation prior1145

to onset are not able to propagate earthward to be observed at lower latitudes. Due to the1146

lack of an inner magnetosphere/plasmasphere model in the MHD simulation we are not able1147

to investigate the propagation of Pi2 to lower latitudes and we leave this topic for future1148

research.1149

Focusing on the perturbations at substorm onset, Figure 2.9b shows that perturbations1150

with Pi2 periods are present in the δPtotal from -6 to -14 RE between ∼1815 and 18451151

UT, when the burst of DFs was observed near the time of onset. During this interval1152

the simulation shows at least 6 individual DFs of varied intensities which form and travel1153

earthward within a time span of∼30 minutes at locations between∼2230 and 0130 MLT. The1154

pressure fluctuations may be initiated by the passage of the strong DF and then amplified1155

by the succeeding DFs. The fluctuations in pressure can also be identified in Figure 2.71156

as the perturbations in the thermal pressure contours (gray contours) surrounding the flow1157

channel as the DF travels earthward. There is also a tailward displacement of the pressure1158

contours associated with the tailward flows on either side of the flow channel. Each time1159

a new DF enters the region a new indentation in the pressure contours forms and migrates1160

toward either flank. During active periods in the simulation several of these indentations1161

can be observed on each of the pressure contours. The perturbations in the pressure near1162

the center of the plasma sheet (see Figure 2.10 a,c,e) following the arrival of the DFs may be1163

related to the fast mode wave which propagates into the inner magnetosphere to generate1164

low to mid-latitude Pi2. We also observe earthward velocity perturbations all the way in to1165
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-6 RE (Figure 2.11b) that are related to the fluctuations in the pressure which agrees well1166

with the directly driven category of Pi2 Kepko et al. (2001).1167

Each time a bursty flow and its associated DF travel earthward in the simulation, the flows1168

at the earthward edge of the DF are diverted to either side of the flow channel. As the flows1169

are diverted they interact with the background flows and neighboring flow channels which1170

cause further diversion. In many cases the flows eventually turn tailward. The tailward flows1171

then interact with subsequent earthward flows to create flow perturbations and vortices. The1172

resulting vortices can be seen in the velocity vectors in Figure 2.7b. As the DFs reach the1173

inner magnetosphere we begin to see tailward flows to either side of the initial earthward flow1174

channel. The interactions become more pronounced during the intervals of intense activity1175

due to the fact that there are several DFs which travel earthward in a short amount of1176

time during this period. Velocity fluctuations intensify each time a new DF passes through1177

the region (highlighted in gray) indicating that the DFs may act to enhance the existing1178

perturbations bringing them above the ambient noise levels in the region (see Figure 2.11).1179

There are also velocity perturbations associated with DFs outside the selected MLT region1180

(gray dashed boxes in Figure 2.11) which result from the interactions between the various1181

flow channels. As discussed in the previous section, each of the intervals corresponds to a1182

period when there are large fluctuations in the AL index (see Figure 2.2).1183

In Figure 2.8c there is a steady boundary in the field at -7.5 RE until 1805 UT when a1184

DF enters the region and causes the boundary to distort slightly. Before the braking region1185

has time to recover, another strong DF penetrates to ∼-6.5 RE at 1823 UT, and distorts1186

the braking region further. Only after the braking region is distorted do we have Pi2 period1187

fluctuations in δBz inside -7 RE. The timing and duration of the interval when Pi2 period1188

perturbations in δBz are observed inside -7 RE (1830-1845 UT), associated with the DF at1189

1815-1824 UT in the simulation, agrees well with expansion phase of the substorm and with1190

the duration of the second packet of Pi2 (1840-1855 UT) in the ground-based observations.1191

In addition, the perturbations in vpa associated with the DFs at 1830 to 1855 UT are observed1192

at -6 RE and may be related to the inertial current Pi2s described by Kepko et al. (2001).1193

IC Pi2 appear to be generated by the vortices formed through interactions between the flows1194
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and rebound flows associated with the successive DFs as they enter the near-Earth region.1195

However, the velocity perturbations are quickly damped earthward of ∼-7 RE except during1196

the intervals when a strong DF has disrupted the steep pressure and magnetic field gradients1197

in the braking region.1198

2.5 Conclusions and Summary1199

In order to better understand generation of Pi2 and how they are associated with substorm1200

dynamics, we need a global view of the magnetosphere. We have investigated the generation1201

of Pi2 waves in the tail by DFs propagating earthward from a near-Earth neutral line by1202

analyzing a global MHD simulation of a substorm event on September 14, 2004. We note that1203

this is the first time a global MHD simulation has been used to analyze Pi2 pulsations in the1204

magnetotail. Because global MHD simulations provide estimates of the critical parameters1205

throughout the inner magnetosphere, they are valuable tools for studying such processes as1206

the generation of Pi2 and determining how they link to earthward propagating dipolarization1207

fronts. The sequence of events in the simulations is similar to that inferred from observations1208

by the Double Star, and IMAGE spacecraft, and the variations of the AL index, indicating1209

that the simulation has done a reasonable job of reproducing the state of the magnetotail for1210

this event. The substorm begins at ∼1828 UT and is preceded by an interval of enhanced1211

but variable convection. Both the initial period and the substorm have multiple DFs which1212

lead to vorticity. The DFs observed in the simulation are very localized with an azimuthal1213

extent on the order of 1-2 RE. Several dipolarization fronts have been identified in the1214

simulation and are linked to Pi2 frequency fluctuations in the magnetic field, velocity and1215

pressure inside -13 RE, but not all of the flows make it into the inner magnetosphere to1216

generate the Pi2 observed inside the braking region.1217

Considering the Pi2 period fluctuations outside the braking region, there is good agree-1218

ment between observations by TC1 and fluctuations in the simulation at a location similar1219

to that of TC1. We cannot draw a direct relationship between the Urumqi observations1220

and the pulsations inside the braking region in the simulation since the pulsations near the1221
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plasma sheet are only coherent over about 1 hour of MLT. However, we have shown good1222

agreement in the relative timing of the Pi2 pulsations when comparing the observations and1223

the simulation. The timing and location of dipolarization fronts and Pi2 pulsations in the1224

simulation lead us to believe that the Pi2 waves are generated by the DFs in agreement with1225

several models developed to explain observations Kepko et al. (2001, 2004).1226

Our main conclusions for this project can be summarized as follows: 1) Dipolarization1227

fronts create perturbations in Bz which have periods in the Pi2 range, but the perturbations1228

quickly damp unless there are subsequent DFs to keep the oscillations going. 2) There are Pi21229

period perturbations in the total pressure, and BR at ∼-6– -12 RE following the DFs observed1230

at onset. The Pi2 period pulsations in both total pressure and BR at -6 RE beginning shortly1231

before Pi2 onset in the observations agree well with ground-based observations. 3) Pulsations1232

with periods within the Pi2 range are observed in the velocity components inside ∼-13 RE1233

throughout the simulation, and are enhanced directly following the passage of each flow burst1234

observed when we look at the region 0015-0115 MLT. It appears that the compression and1235

rebound of the BBFs and their associated DFs as they approach the braking region produce1236

the Pi2 signatures in agreement with Kepko et al. (2001). 4) The DFs in the simulation1237

between 1715 and 1820 UT all stop tailward of -7.5 RE without causing serious disruption1238

to the braking region, and the magnetic field perturbations associated with them are quickly1239

damped. The fluctuations inside the braking region appear to be driven by perturbations1240

in total pressure, BR, vpa and vx associated with the BBFs even though the Bz signatures1241

dissipate tailward of the braking region.1242

This project has raised the question of the impact of the braking region on Pi2 generation.1243

Figure 2.10 shows a slow mode signature convecting with the DF but there appears to be a1244

phase shift as the perturbations pass through the braking region. We also see a change in1245

the amplitude of the perturbations as they move earthward from the tail into the braking1246

region. The phase shift and change in amplitude of the perturbations will be addressed in1247

the next section.1248
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CHAPTER 31249

Comparing Pi2 Results from the UCLA and LFM1250

Models1251

Using the same event that was described in Chapter 2 we compare results from the UCLA 3D1252

global MHD model and the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry (LFM) global MHD model. The purpose1253

of using the second model is to test the robustness of the results for Pi2 generation and1254

propagation.1255

3.1 Magnetospheric Results1256

Cross-field flows are fastest near the center of the plasma sheet. In order to identify the1257

perturbations associated with the fast flows, we must first determine the location of the1258

plasma sheet in the simulation results. We identify the plasma sheet by selecting the surface1259

of minimum |Bx| in GSM coordinates. Since the UCLA model is set up on a Cartesian grid1260

we simply select the z location for each (x, y) pair that has the minimum |Bx| value in the1261

region |z| < 8 RE. Due to the nature of the grid in the LFM model we cannot use the same1262

technique to identify the plasma sheet as was used for the UCLA model. Instead, we select1263

the grid points that have |Bx| < 2.5 nT and 4 > z > −8 RE. The selected points are then1264

projected onto a plane and linear interpolation is used to plot them on a regular grid with a1265

grid spacing of 0.2 RE in both the x and y directions. The average z value is found for each1266

point on the grid to determine the location of the plasma sheet. In the simulation results the1267

plasma sheet is displaced from the geomagnetic equator by several RE at distances greater1268

than 15 RE down tail. The large span in z included in the selection criterion accounts for1269

that displacement and allows for identification of the plasma sheet as far tailward as -40 RE.1270
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We find that, in both simulations, the plasma sheet is located between z = 2 and z = 01271

RE in the region −12 ≤ x ≤ 0 RE then begins to tilt in the -z direction so it is located at1272

z ≈ −7 RE at x = −30 RE.1273

Snapshots of the plasma properties at the location of the plasma sheet from the sim-1274

ulations are shown in Figure 3.1. The top panels show results from the UCLA model,1275

and the bottom panels show results from the LFM model, every minute between 1821 and1276

1826 UT. The background color shows Bz between 50 and -50 nT. The green color marks1277

−0.15 ≤ Bz ≤ 0.15 nT to show approximate locations for the reconnection regions in the1278

plasma sheet. Black arrows show the velocity in the plane and gray contours show thermal1279

pressure. In most cases there is a stagnation point in the flows at or near the green regions1280

where Bz = 0 supporting the assumption that reconnection is occurring in those regions.1281

Black arrows show the velocity in the plane with a reference vector given for 500 km/s, and1282

gray contours show thermal pressure for 0-4000 pPa (δP = 500pPa). The dark green x marks1283

the TC1 location and the panels show that the respective DFs observed in the simulations1284

cross directly over the TC1 location.1285

There are several similarities in the global configurations in the two simulations. Through1286

most of the substorm interval, the reconnecting regions (green in Figure 3.1) in both sim-1287

ulations are located between -20 and -25 RE. Reconnection in the UCLA results is more1288

patchy than in LFM, probably because the current-dependent anomalous resistivity in the1289

UCLA model allows for reconnection in more localized regions. Most of the fast flows from1290

the reconnection regions in both models are slowed and diverted before reaching -12 RE. As1291

a result of this diversion, the flow channels that penetrate further earthward are pinched1292

into azimuthally thin structures, in agreement with observations of narrow channels of fast1293

plasma flows in the tail. The diversion itself is due to vorticity from earlier flow channels and1294

the formation of a secondary minimum in Bz 2-5 RE earthward of the reconnecting regions.1295

The vorticity observed in the simulation results is similar to that presented in previous MHD1296

studies of flow channels (e.g., El-Alaoui et al., 2009; Birn et al., 2011; El-Alaoui et al., 2013).1297

An example of the secondary minimum in Bz can be found in the 1821 UT snapshots in1298

Figure 3.1 at the locations marked by the light blue triangles.1299
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The flow channel in the UCLA results that agrees in timing and location with the ap-1300

pearance of dipolarization at the TC1 spacecraft is fairly isolated and forms near midnight1301

(0045 MLT). There are other DFs that form around the same time as the DF that agrees1302

with the TC1 observations, but they are located at different local times so they would not1303

have been observed by TC1. The flow channel in the LFM results is also located very close1304

to midnight between 0045 and 0100 MLT, but there is also a very strong flow channel that1305

forms earlier, just after 1800 UT, and persists for over 20 minutes just to the dusk side of1306

midnight between 2300 MLT and midnight. Thus, the LFM flow channel that agrees with1307

the TC1 observations is not as isolated, spatially or temporally, as is the corresponding flow1308

channel in the UCLA simulation. The dark green x in each panel of Figure 3.1 marks the1309

location of TC1 and the large dark blue arrows mark the earthward edge of the flow channel1310

that corresponds to the observations. The flow channels that correspond to the Double Star1311

observations in each simulation occur at similar times, reaching -8 RE at ∼1826 UT, close1312

to the time of substorm onset. Both simulations did a reasonable job reproducing DFs at1313

the location of the TC1 observations. However, with the sparse observations available for1314

this event it is difficult to determine how localized the DF was for this event, so we cannot1315

determine whether one simulation or the other more accurately recreated the DF. In general,1316

the DFs in the UCLA model look more like the medium scale flows presented by Henderson1317

(2012).1318

To study the changes in the plasma sheet leading up to substorm onset in the simulations1319

we have taken snapshots at each time step and subtracted values of the parameters at the1320

previous time step (δt = 30 s). Figure 3.2 shows the results of the differencing for the1321

snapshots shown in Figure 3.1. The background color is δBz and the arrows show δv in the1322

Figure 3.1 (preceding page): Plasma sheet results from the UCLA (top) and LFM (bottom)
simulations for September 14, 2004 for each minute between 1821 and 1826 UT for the area
−30 ≤ x ≤ 0 RE, −15 ≤ y ≤ 15 RE. Background color shows Bz, the green color marks
|Bz| < 0.15 nT. Black arrows show the velocity. Gray contours show thermal pressure. The
solid black line marks r = 6 RE. The dark green x marks the TC1 location. The large arrow
indicates the earthward edge of the observed DF. The blue triangle marks an example of a
secondary Bz minimum earthward of reconnection. The Sun is to the right.
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plane. The gray contours show the total thermal pressure giving us a reference for where1323

the DF has formed in the simulation. The DF appears as an enhancement in δBz that is1324

both preceded and followed by a depression in δBz. This structure is accompanied by an1325

enhancement in the earthward flow.1326

By plotting the perturbations in the plasma sheet in this manner we can see that the flow1327

channel and associated DF that forms in the UCLA results is a very well defined structure1328

that forms near 20 RE and travels earthward, reaching ∼8 RE at 1826 UT. We can also1329

see that the flow channel that formed in the LFM simulation around 1800 UT is relatively1330

steady. There is a set of DFs that form in the LFM simulation and travel earthward with the1331

flow early on, but after ∼1815 UT there is relatively little change associated with the flow1332

channel until 1820 UT when the flow channel widens and a new DF forms. As was noted1333

above, this new DF is in the correct location to account for the observations from the Double1334

Star (TC1) satellite in the plasma sheet and the available ground-based magnetometer. The1335

green crosses and large blue arrows are the same as those found in Figure 3.1 and mark the1336

TC1 location and closest approach of the observed DF to Earth at each timestep.1337

The series of events that occur during the course of the simulation interval are similar in1338

the two models. Reconnection begins between 1715 and 1720 UT and several flow channels1339

form and travel earthward during the hour leading up to the substorm. Most of the activity1340

prior to the substorm onset occurs in the dusk sector. At ∼1820 UT, a flow channel with an1341

associated DF forms and crosses the TC1 location. Several additional DFs form and travel1342

earthward until ∼1845 UT when the reconnection regions move tailward and activity in the1343

near-Earth plasma sheet diminishes.1344

Figure 3.3 shows δBz, filtered to Pi2 frequencies from a) the UCLA model, and b) the1345

LFM model at the location of the Double Star (TC1) satellite, and c) Double Star observa-1346

tions, along with d) ground Pi2 signatures (δH). In each data set there is a DF accompanied1347

Figure 3.2 (preceding page): Time differenced plasma sheet results for September 14, 2004
in the same format as Figure 3.1. The color bar shows −10 ≤ δBz ≤ 10nT and the reference
vector shows δv = 200 km/s.
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d shows the Pi2 pulsations measured from the ground for comparison.

by Pi2 period perturbations. The large peak at 1825 UT in the TC1 δBz corresponds to the1348

DF in the observations, however, smaller amplitude Pi2 period pulsations begin at ∼18201349

UT, 5 minutes before the DF arrives. In the UCLA trace (panel a) perturbations begin at1350

nearly the same time as the perturbations observed by TC1 and correspond to the DF indi-1351

cated by the thick arrows in the top panels of Figures 3.1 and 3.2. In the LFM trace (panel1352

b) there are perturbations beginning 1753 UT which are related to the earlier, persistent,1353

flow channel in the dusk sector. These perturbations damp out by ∼1815, then a new packet1354

forms at ∼1823 UT. It is the second packet that agrees most closely in time and location1355

with the available observations. There are also perturbations that begin around 1730 UT1356

and just after 1750 UT in the UCLA simulation but the responsible flow channels are a very1357

transient structures and the perturbations damp out quickly, whereas the flow channel in1358

the LFM simulation is a persistent structure, as mentioned above, that continues to drive1359

perturbations for more than 20 minutes.1360

Although there are some obvious differences in the two simulations, each individual sim-1361

ulation can account for the observations available during the event. The Urumqi magne-1362

tometer was located at ∼0300 MLT during the expansion phase of the substorm. In the1363

simulations and observations available for this event the flow channel locations are within1364
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2.5 hours of the Urumqi local time. Using a selection of 48 Pi2 events that occurred when1365

THEMIS was in the inner magnetosphere, Kwon et al. (2012) has shown that space and1366

ground observations of Pi2 are coherent if the satellite is within about 3 hours of MLT of1367

the ground station. Ream et al. (2013) showed that the pulsations observed in the UCLA1368

simulation are coherent for ∼2.5 hours MLT at a radial distance of 6 RE, in good agreement1369

with the observational results. The upper limit of the coherence in the LFM results is 21370

hours MLT. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the flow channel observed by TC11371

and the corresponding flow channels in the simulations would contribute to the fluctuations1372

observed by the Urumqi magnetometer beginning at ∼1822 UT. Although there are several1373

flow channels that form in each of the two simulations during the substorm interval, we1374

focus on the flow channel located closest to midnight since that structure can account for1375

the observations available for this event. The timing for the TC1 DF also indicates that it1376

is related to substorm onset.1377

3.2 Ionospheric Results1378

The changing properties of the ionosphere in the two simulations are shown in Figure 3.41379

for 1818 UT (disturbed interval prior to onset), 1828 UT (substorm onset), and 1838 UT1380

(recovery phase). In general, the magnitudes of the Hall and Pedersen conductances are much1381

higher in the UCLA simulation than in the LFM simulation. As a result the potential is1382

much lower in the UCLA simulation than in the LFM simulation. However, the configuration1383

and strength of the field-aligned currents are very similar in the two models throughout the1384

growth and expansion phases of the substorm.1385

Large differences in the ionospheric conductance and potential can have a dramatic effect1386

on flow patterns in the plasma sheet. If the conductance in the ionosphere becomes too large,1387

the flows in the tail are slowed or stopped because the field-aligned currents are insufficient to1388

support the full solar wind potential drop across the polar cap and the ionosphere is unable1389

to return the magnetic flux to the day side (Coroniti and Kennel , 1973; Walker et al., 2006).1390

Therefore, the high conductances in the UCLA model result in very small flow velocities1391
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in the near-earth plasma sheet, earthward of ∼8 RE. In contrast, the low conductances in1392

the LFM results allow the plasma flows to move more freely into the inner magnetosphere.1393

This effect can be seen in Figure 3.1. Comparison of the flow vectors between UCLA and1394

LFM shows that the flow speeds in LFM are typically higher than those in the UCLA1395

results, particularly in the fast flow channels and in the flow moving around Earth toward1396

the dayside. Figure 3.1 also shows that in the region 7 < r < 10 RE the velocity in the flow1397

channels in the UCLA results drops to < 50 km/s while in the LFM results the velocity in1398

the flow channels is > 100 km/s and only drops below 50 km/s inside of ∼6.5 RE. In the1399

LFM results, the flow braking region is more smeared out in radial distance and the inner1400

edge is located closer to Earth than in the UCLA results.1401

Figure 3.5 shows field line traces taken from latitudes of −80◦ to −60◦ at 0100 MLT for1402

1) UCLA and 2) LFM. Panels a and b show the Pedersen conductance and the field-aligned1403

currents for the respective simulations at 1828 UT, just after substorm onset. The numbered1404

locations in each plot show where the foot points of the field line traces are located in the1405

ionosphere. The top row in panels c, d, and e show the field lines in x − z with vx at y=01406

plotted in color. Red shows velocity in the positive x direction and blue shows velocity in1407

the negative x direction. The bottom row shows the same field lines in x − y with Bz in1408

color (red - positive, blue - negative). Panels 1c and 2c show a snapshot at 1818 UT during1409

the disturbed interval prior to substorm onset. Panels 1d and 2d show a snapshot at 18281410

UT, about 1 minute after onset during the expansion phase. Finally, Panels 1e and 2e show1411

a snapshot at 1838 UT which is in the recovery phase of the substorm.1412

Although both simulations show plasma sheet thinning, in general, the plasma sheet is1413

thicker in the LFM model than in the UCLA model, which may be due to the resistivity1414

being purely numerical in LFM while UCLA includes an anomalous resistivity term in Ohm’s1415

law. The field lines in the UCLA model are more stretched than those in the LFM results for1416

Figure 3.4 (preceding page): Ionospheric plots for a) 1808 UT, b) 1828 UT, and c) 1848 UT.
The top row in each panel shows UCLA results and the bottom row shows LFM results.
Columns from left to right show Pedersen conductance [S], Hall conductance [S], Potential
[kV], and parallel current [µA/m2].
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Figure 3.5: Results of field line traces from 1) UCLA and 2) LFM for times before, during,
and after substorm onset. Panels show a) Pedersen conductance and b) parallel currents at
1828 UT. Field lines with footpoints at the numbered locations in panels a and b are shown
at c) 1818 UT, d) 1828 UT, and e) 1838 UT. The top row in each panel shows an x− z view
of the field lines with vx shown in the color background. The bottom row shows an x − y
view of the same field lines with Bz in the background. Field lines south of the geomagnetic
equator are dashed. The numbers indicate which footpoint the field line corresponds to in
panels a and b.
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latitudes > 65◦. Additionally, the field lines become open between 70◦ and 75◦ latitude in1417

the UCLA model. In the LFM model field lines become open between 75◦ and 80◦ latitude.1418

Figure 3.5 shows that in both simulations the field lines are dragged duskward at radial1419

distances greater than ∼6 RE. The same is true when we map field lines from the local1420

time of Urumqi into the plasma sheet. We find that they are dragged toward midnight in1421

the plasma sheet with the displacement becoming larger at higher latitudes. Therefore, even1422

though the substorm is occurring near midnight the field lines map from a local time at the1423

equator to an ionospheric location further into the dawn sector, close to the Urumqi location.1424

3.3 Propagation of Pi2 Pulsations Through the Braking Region1425

To look at the fluctuations associated with the flow channels observed in the simulations1426

in association with substorm onset, we first identified the path of the flows in each of the1427

simulations by selecting the points in the simulation where the flows exceeded 250 km/s in the1428

interval during which the flow was observed. We then calculated the average y location for1429

each x location in that region to find the average center of the flow channel as it propagated1430

earthward. This effectively traces the path of the flow channel marked by the large blue1431

arrows in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. To identify the fluctuations in magnetic field (radial and1432

azimuthal components), velocity and pressure in the flow channel, we averaged across 151433

minutes of MLT on the dawn half of the flow channel at fixed radial distances and plotted1434

the results as a function of radial distance and time. Only the dawn half of the flow channel1435

was selected because the fluctuations in δBφ are ideally anti-symmetric about the center of1436

the flow channel.1437

The magnetic field and velocity fluctuations for the interval 1700-1800 UT in the region1438

5-15 RE are plotted in Figure 3.6. The columns show a) Bz, b) Bφ and c) |v| for UCLA1439

(top) and LFM (bottom). Bz and |v| were taken at the center of the plasma sheet while Bφ1440

was taken 1.5 RE above the center of the plasma sheet. Color plots show the total value1441

for each of the three components with the path of the DF indicated by the solid black line.1442

The path of the DF was determined by using the beginning of the enhancement in the total1443
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Figure 3.6: Average quantities and perturbations for 15 minutes of MLT on the dusk half
of the flow channels that agree with the TC1 measurements as identified in Figures 3.1 and
3.2 for UCLA (above) and LFM (below) between 1700 and 1900 UT. From left to right,
color plots show the average quantities Bz, Bφ, and |v| plotted versus radial distance from
Earth and time. The black line shows the path of the DF through the system determined
using Bz and copied onto the other panels. The line plots show cuts between 6 and 8 RE

for each of the components bandpass filtered to 6-16 mHz (the portion of the Pi2 band that
can be resolved in the simulations). Red arrows indicate the DF crossing time at each radial
distance.
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Bz in column a). The line plots show radial cuts at 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, and 8.0 RE bandpass1444

filtered to 6-16 mHz (16 mHz is the Nyquist frequency for the simulation output). Red1445

arrows indicate the crossing time of the DF. There are Pi2 period perturbations in Bz, Bφ,1446

and |v| in both simulations, however, there is also a significant broadband signal in Bz. The1447

broadband signal is more prominent in the UCLA simulation than in LFM. With the limited1448

observations available in the tail for this event it is difficult to determine whether one or the1449

other simulation has more accurately reproduced the event itself. However, in general, both1450

models show Pi2 period perturbations associated with the flow channels that form in the1451

plasma sheet, and reproduce TC1 observations, even though the models use dramatically1452

different grids and numerical methods to solve the set of MHD equations. As a result we1453

believe that the modeled Pi2 period pulsations are inherent in the MHD description of the1454

system and are independent of the initial set-up and the numerical methods used.1455

3.4 Ionospheric Conductance, Magnetospheric Convection and Wave1456

Propagation1457

Throughout the magnetotail, flow velocities in the LFM simulation are typically higher than1458

those in the UCLA simulation (see Figure 3.1). Because the flows do not propagate as far1459

earthward in the UCLA simulation the perturbations carried by the flow channels are also not1460

able to penetrate as far into the inner magnetosphere. This effect can be seen in the line plots1461

in Figure 3.6. Fluctuations in the flow velocity and magnetic field diminish to noise levels1462

before reaching 6.5 RE in the UCLA results while in the LFM results the fluctuations are still1463

evident at 6.0 RE. This is likely a result of the differences in the ionospheric conductance1464

models used in the simulations (see Section 1.5.2). Figure 3.4 shows very clearly that the1465

magnitudes of the conductances in the UCLA model are much higher than those in the1466

LFM model. The high Pedersen conductance in the UCLA simulation effectively stops the1467

earthward flow in the tail inside of ∼7.5 RE (Coroniti and Kennel , 1973; Walker et al., 2006).1468

In contrast, the flow in the LFM simulation is able to penetrate much further earthward; in1469

some cases as far as 5 RE.1470
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S) in panels d-f. Simulation times from left to right are t=3600, 7200, and 10800 for each
simulation. Background color shows Bz. Arrows show the velocity in the plane.

In order to confirm our interpretation of the effects of the different Pedersen conductances1471

in the two models, we compare two additional simulations run with the same model, in this1472

case the UCLA model, with different ionospheric conductances. Only the UCLA model1473

was used in order to isolate the effects of the conductance. Both simulations were driven1474

by constant idealized solar wind conditions. Solar wind conditions were vx = 450 km/s,1475

n = 10 cm−3, and P = 20 pPa. The IMF was set to a constant −5 nT for the entire 4 hour1476

simulation interval. The only difference in the two simulations is in the Pedersen conductance1477

(ΣP ). For Run 1 ΣP = 6 S. For Run 2 ΣP = 20 S. The results of the simulations can be1478

seen in Figure 3.7. The figure shows that in Run 1 fast flow channels have formed by t=36001479

s, one hour into the simulation. Fast flows continue to form and propagate earthward until1480
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t=10800 s. In Run 2 we also see that the flow channels form in the simulation by t=3600 s.1481

However, by t=7200 s those flows have died out and no new flow channels are propagating1482

into the near-Earth region. In general, the larger the Pedersen conductance, the fewer the1483

flow channels. Those that develop for large ΣP stop further out in the tail. Run 1, with1484

low ΣP gives results similar to the LFM results where the Pedersen conductance stays low1485

throughout the event and fast flows continue to form and propagate into the near-Earth1486

region well into the recovery phase. Run 2, on the other hand, gives results similar to those1487

found in the UCLA simulation for the current event study. Flow channels form early on1488

in the simulation but as the event progresses, the Pedersen conductance increases and fast1489

flows are stopped further out in the magnetotail. There is also a very large gradient that1490

forms in the magnetic field which can be seen in Figure 3.7, Panels e and f. This is similar to1491

the magnetic field gradient that forms in the UCLA model (see Figure 3.1). The ionospheric1492

results for Run 1 and Run 2 also correspond to the LFM and UCLA results, respectively, for1493

the Sept 14th event. In Run 1, with low Pedersen conductance, the potential gets very large,1494

with ∆Φ exceeding 150 keV, similar to the values seen in the LFM simulation. In Run 2, with1495

high Pedersen conductance, ∆Φ stays well below 100 keV throughout the simulation, similar1496

to the UCLA results for Sept. 14th. Since the only difference between the two runs is the1497

magnitude of the Pedersen conductance, it is reasonable to conclude that the conductance is1498

responsible for the differences in the magnetotail dynamics. This, along with the similarities1499

between the simulations mentioned above, suggests that the Pedersen conductance is also1500

responsible for differences between the UCLA and LFM results for the current event study.1501

Figure 3.8 shows the magnitude of v×B at the location of the flow channel for UCLA1502

(top) and LFM (bottom) in the same format as the color panels in Figure 3.6. The flux1503

transport in the UCLA model falls to very low values between 6 and 7 RE, near the inner1504

edge of the plasma sheet. In the LFM model the flux transport stays relatively high across1505

the inner edge of the plasma sheet. This difference in the flux transport is due primarily1506

to line-tying but the pressure gradients in the two simulations also play a role in how far1507

earthward the flows are able to penetrate. The largest pressure gradients are closer to Earth1508

in the LFM simulation than in the UCLA simulation. As a result, the flow speeds decrease1509
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Figure 3.8: The flux transport |v×B| plotted in the same format as the color panels in
Figure 3.6 for UCLA (top) and LFM (bottom).

at larger radial distance in the UCLA model so the flow channels are not able to penetrate1510

as far earthward as those in the LFM simulation.1511

The two simulations also differ in the thickness of the plasma sheet (see Figure 3.5) and1512

in the size and duration of the flow channels that form in the plasma sheet (see Figures1513

3.1 and 3.2). Given these differences, when we look at the perturbations generated in the1514

flow channels observed in the simulations near the time of substorm onset we see that Pi21515

period fluctuations are being generated in both simulations in the same way. Perturbations1516

in Bz develop with the flow channel, and the DF that forms at the earthward edge of the1517

flow channel. Ream et al. (2013) showed that once the flow channel reaches ∼-12 RE the1518

frequency of the perturbations is within the Pi2 spectrum. The fact that the frequency of1519

the perturbations increases as the flow channel propagates earthward supports the Transient1520

Response (TR) model for Pi2 generation. Pi2 period fluctuations also develop in By in1521

association with the vortices that form on either side of the flow channel, generating field1522
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aligned currents, in support of the Inertial Current (IC) mechanism for Pi2 generation that1523

is included in the bursty flow model (Kepko et al., 2001; Keiling et al., 2009; Ream et al.,1524

2013). Because the period for the TR fluctuations depends on the Alfvén transit time, and1525

both simulations have similar results for the lengths of the field lines, density and magnetic1526

field magnitudes tailward of ∼-7 RE, both simulations exhibit similar periods related to the1527

flow channels at substorm onset in that region. In the UCLA model, Earthward of -7 RE line1528

tying damps the Earthward propagation of the disturbance. However, in the LFM model1529

the perturbations are able to propagate much further Earthward, so the simulation results1530

look very different in that region.1531

In both simulations the braking region lies in the region −8 > x > −6 RE consistent with1532

the source region for Pi2 period compressional waves identified by Uozumi et al. (2007). As1533

the flow channel and its associated DF travel through the braking region and approach the1534

inner edge of the plasma sheet the perturbations begin to travel ahead of the DF. This effect1535

is most evident in Bφ (Figure 3.6 column 2) where the separation between the beginning of1536

the perturbations and the red arrow marking the crossing time of the DF gets larger as the1537

disturbance propagates earthward. The separation of the DF and the Pi2 period fluctuations1538

in the braking region supports the idea proposed by Kepko et al. (2001), that a compressional1539

wave traveling ahead of the DF into the inner magnetosphere could generate Directly Driven1540

(DD) Pi2 pulsations at mid- to low latitudes on the ground. As the compressional wave1541

travels earthward it couples to an Alfvén wave and is transported into the ionosphere where1542

it can be observed by magnetometers on the ground (Uozumi et al., 2009, 2011).1543

Figure 3.9 shows the perturbations in the pressure for the interval 1800-1900 UT for1544

a) UCLA and b) LFM. The traces show total pressure (black), thermal pressure (red),1545

and magnetic pressure (green) at 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5 and 8.0 RE associated with the flow1546

channel identified in Figure 3.1. The red arrow marks the time of the DF crossing at1547

each radial distance. In both simulations, the fluctuations associated with the DF show1548

a mixed mode compressional wave with the thermal and magnetic pressure nearly out of1549

phase and significant fluctuations in the total pressure. This agrees well with observations1550

of magnetotail Pi2 by Nakamizo and Iijima (2003), which showed that the thermal and1551
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magnetic pressure fluctuations associated with the Pi2 fluctuations were out of phase. The1552

pressure fluctuations (magnetic, thermal and total) in LFM and UCLA have the about same1553

amplitude at 7.5 and 8.0 RE, however, at 7.0 RE the amplitude of the pressure fluctuations in1554

LFM start to get larger while the pressure fluctuations in the UCLA results do not. Pressure1555

perturbations travel further earthward in the LFM model and the oscillations become very1556

large at radial distances smaller than 7.5 RE. Meanwhile, pressure perturbations in the1557

UCLA model decay earthward of ∼7.0 RE. As noted above, this is most likely an effect of1558

the differences in the conductances between the two models. The line-tying in the UCLA1559

model is so strong that the flow perturbations are not able to propagate earthward of 7.01560

RE. Based on the pressure perturbations shown in Figure 3.9, the compressional wave1561

propagates more easily into the inner magnetosphere in the LFM model than in the UCLA1562

model. However, as mentioned above, based on the line plots in Figure 3.6, both simulations1563

show a compressional wave traveling ahead of the DF as it slows in the braking region.1564

3.5 Summary1565

We have used two different 3D global MHD models, UCLA and LFM, to model the generation1566

and propagation of Pi2 pulsations during a substorm event on September 14, 2004. Although1567

we are unable to rule out plasmaspheric eigenmodes as a source for Pi2 pulsations observed1568

on the ground, the simulations demonstrate that, in some cases, fast flows in the plasma sheet1569

are directly responsible for generating Pi2 pulsations. When we focus on the flow channel1570

that forms around the time of substorm onset in the simulations, we observe Pi2 period1571

perturbations inside ∼-12 RE in the magnetic field, velocity and pressure propagating at the1572

same speed as the DF at the earthward edge of the fast flow until it reaches the braking region1573

in agreement with the Transient Response model for Pi2 Southwood and Stuart (1980); Kepko1574

et al. (2001). Pi2 period perturbations are observed in By in association with the vortices1575

that form on either side of the flow channel in support of the Inertial Current component1576

of the bursty flow model. As the DF approaches the inner edge of the plasma sheet and is1577

slowed in the braking region, the perturbations begin to travel ahead of it as a mixed mode1578
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compressional wave. These propagating compressional waves generated by the fast flows in1579

the braking region can produce Pi2 pulsations observed on the ground as described by the1580

bursty flow model for Pi2 generation (Kepko and Kivelson, 1999; Kepko et al., 2001, 2004).1581

Although the perturbations are generated in the same way in both models, the propaga-1582

tion of the perturbations into the inner magnetosphere is greatly affected by the differences1583

in the ionospheric models in the simulations. The high Pedersen conductance (∼25 S) in1584

the UCLA results causes the flow channels and the perturbations to stop propagating earth-1585

ward at ∼7 RE, whereas the perturbations in the LFM results, with its maximum Pedersen1586

conductance around 9 S, are able to propagate more easily into the inner magnetosphere.1587
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CHAPTER 41588

Isolated Substorm Case Study: August 25, 20131589

The non-storm time isolated substorm event has been carefully selected using multi-point1590

observations in the magnetotail as well as ground-based observations. The criteria for the1591

event selection included good ground coverage on the night side from mid- to high latitudes,1592

including auroral imaging, good satellite coverage on the night side inner magnetosphere,1593

and good coverage in the tail with a focus on plasma sheet measurements. Multiple satellite1594

observations in the tail, including observations of DFs, is important both for timing the1595

events of the substorm and validating the simulation results. Good coverage on the ground1596

is necessary in order for us to compare the observations to simulation results to identify1597

distinct driving mechanisms for Pi2 observed at different latitudes.1598

4.1 Event Selection1599

We have selected a substorm that occurred at 0505 UT on August 25, 2013 for this study.1600

The event we have selected has excellent coverage in both the night side plasma sheet and on1601

the ground. There are a total of 11 satellites available in the magnetotail. In addition, there1602

are observations available from more than 50 ground-based magnetometers across North1603

America and Greenland, which show the presence of Pi2 pulsations across much of the1604

continent. This event fits the criteria described above very well with one exception. The1605

substorm begins a SMC interval, so it does not have a typical recovery phase. However,1606

the purpose of this study is to determine the origin of the pulsations that begin with the1607

substorm onset so it is not crucial that the recovery phase is well defined.1608

Wind was used as the solar wind monitor for the event. Solar wind measurements prop-1609
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Figure 4.1: Solar wind measurements from the Wind spacecraft for August 25, 2013, prop-
agated to the bow shock. The interval shown is 0200-0700 UT. Panels show a) Bx (black),
By (red), Bz (green) [nT ], b) vx [km/s], c) vy (black), vz (red)[km/s], and d) density [cm−3].
The blue vertical line marks substorm onset.
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Figure 4.2: Auroral indices, AE (black), AL (red), and AU (green), for August 25, 2013,
0200-0700 UT. The blue vertical line marks substorm onset.
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agated to the bow shock for the interval 0200-0700 UT are shown in Figure 4.1. The panels1610

show a) Bx (black), By (red), Bz (green) [nT ], b) vx [km/s], c) vy (black), vz (red)[km/s],1611

d) density [cm−3]. There is a rotation in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) at ∼04001612

UT when The IMF Bx becomes positive and IMF Bz becomes negative. The IMF stays in1613

this configuration until ∼0900 UT.1614

4.1.1 Ground-based Observations1615

According to the AL index (see Figure 4.2) the substorm began at 0505 UT. Figure 4.21616

shows the Auroral indices (AL – black, AL – red, AE – green) for the event between 02301617

and 0700 UT. Based on the AL index the growth phase begins with the northward turning1618

at 0400 UT. There is a steady decrease in AL until 0505 UT when the expansion phase1619

begins. Following the expansion phase AL remains low as the event enters into an interval of1620

steady magnetospheric convection. THEMIS All Sky Imagers (ASI) show auroral break-up1621

beginning at 0503:30 UT over the north-eastern United States. Figure 4.3 shows images taken1622

from SNKQ between 0503 and 0504 UT. There is a pre-existing arc beginning around 0503.1623

The poleward arc brightens and begins to expand between 0503:20 and 0503:40 indicating1624

the beginning of the expansion phase of the substorm.1625

Magnetometer chains throughout the United States, Canada, and Greenland offer exten-1626

sive ground observations for this event. The H component (black) and the δH (red) of the1627

magnetic field for one magnetometer chain, located between 270◦ and 278◦ longitude,that1628

stretches from ∼ 79◦ to ∼ 39◦ magnetic Latitude (mLat) is shown in Figure 4.4. The line1629

plots in Figure 4.4 show that the Pi2 period perturbations begin with concurrently with the1630

positive bay in the four lower latitude stations. In the high latitude station the pulsations1631

begin about a minute earlier than at the mid-latitude stations and before the increase in H.1632

Another magnetometer chain, located between 254◦ and 266◦ longitude, that stretches1633

from ∼ 77◦ to ∼ 38◦ magnetic Latitude (mLat) is shown in Figure 4.5. The format is the1634

same as Figure 4.4. The black traces show that there is a drop in the H component of the1635

magnetic field at the Fort Churchill station, located at 67.5◦ mLat. At all latitudes below 62◦1636
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Figure 4.3: THEMIS All Sky Imager (ASI) observations from Sanikiluak (SNKQ) for the
interval 0503-0504 UT at 3 second intervals.
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(cyan) and GOES 15 (green). Panels show configuration in the a) the xy-plane, b) the
xz-plane, and c) the yz-plane.

there is a positive bay in the H component. The red traces show that the Pi2 onset at each1637

station coincides with the decrease/increase in H. This figure indicates that the pulsations1638

extend well beyond the location of the substorm onset in both latitude and longitude. This1639

is typical of Pi2 signatures.1640

4.1.2 Magnetospheric Observations1641

During the event we have several satellites in the tail. The configuration of the available1642

satellites is shown in Figure 4.6. Cluster and THEMIS A and D are available in the plasma1643

sheet giving good coverage across the dusk sector. The CLUSTER spacecraft, located near1644

(-10.5, 3.0, 0.0) RE GSM, are shown in Figure 4.7. The panels show Bx (black), By (red),1645

and Bz (green) for a) C1, b) C2, c) C3 and d) C4, along with d) vx for C4. THEMIS A,1646

located at (-8.80, -2.10, -0.10) RE GSM, is shown in Figure 4.8. The panels show a) Bx1647

(black), By (red), and Bz (green) and, b) vx (black), vy (red), and vz (green).1648

The initial fast flow was observed by the Cluster spacecreft at ∼0504 UT accompanied by1649

fluctuations in the magnetic field. A second fast flow accompanied by a dipolarization front1650
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Figure 4.7: Observations from the 4 CLUSTER spacecraft for the interval 0400-0600 UT on
August 25, 2013. The panels show Bx, By, and Bz for a) Cluster 1, b) Cluster 2, c) Cluster
3, and d) Cluster 4. Panel e) shows vx for Cluster 4. Purple arrows indicate the arrival of
fast earthward flows and their accompanying DFs.
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Figure 4.8: Observations from THEMIS A are shown for August 25, 2013, for the interval
0400-0600 UT. Panels show a) Bx, By, and Bz [nT], and b) vx [km/s]. Purple arrows indicate
the arrival of fast earthward flows and their accompanying DFs.
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(DF) is observed by all four of the Cluster spacecraft at ∼0504 UT. Pi2 period fluctuations1651

are observed concurrently with the dipolarization front. THEMIS A also observes a DF at1652

∼0506 UT. This however is most likely not the same DF as was observed by Cluster due to1653

the large spatial separation of ∼5 RE in y of the spacecraft. So several DFs must have been1654

present at different local times in the tail at the time of substorm onset.1655

GOES 13 and 15 and THEMIS D are available in the inner magnetosphere. Figure 4.91656

shows observations from the three spacecraft. The top three panels show GOES 13 magnetic1657

field mesuarements a) Bx, b) By, and c) Bz [nT] GSM. The next three panels show GOES1658

15 magnetic field measurements, d) Bx, e) By, and f) Bz [nT] GSM. The final four panels1659

show THEMIS D observations g) Bx, h) By, i) Bz [nT], and j) vx [km/s]. GOES 13 is1660

located very close to the location of the substorm onset. Although it does not observe a1661

dipolarization front signature there are Pi2 period pulsations observed in both Bz and Bx1662

at ∼0504 UT. GOES 15 is further into the dusk sector at the time of substorm onset and1663

does not observe any Pi2 period pulsations. THEMIS D was located between the two GOES1664

satellites in the inner magnetosphere at (-6.37, 4.72, 0.01) RE GSM. THEMIS D does not1665

observe Pi2 period pulsations at the time of substorm onset, but it does observe a packet1666

of Pi2 period perturbations about 30 minutes later at ∼0533 UT. This indicates that an1667

additional DF formed to the dusk side of the DF observed by the CLUSTER spacecraft1668

during the expansion phase of the substorm. Geotail is also available but the spacecraft is1669

located in the northern lobe at (-29.67, 4.24, 8.45) RE GSM, so we use the observations only1670

for validation of the simulation results.1671

Based on the available observations from both the ground and satellites, the substorm1672

begins in the dusk sector around 2300 MLT. This is based on the DF observed by the1673

CLUSTER satellites, the perturbations observed by the GOES 13 satellite, and the auroral1674

all sky images and magnetometer observations from the ground. At least one additional1675

flow channel formed in the dawn sector and was observed by THEMIS A which may have1676

contributed to the formation of the substorm current wedge. Additional flow channels also1677

formed in the dusk sector as indicated by THEMIS D observations.1678
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Figure 4.9: The top three panels show GOES 13 magnetic field mesuarements a) Bx, b) By,
and c) Bz [nT] GSM. The next three panels show GOES 15 magnetic field measurements,
d) Bx, e) By, and f) Bz [nT] GSM. The final four panels show THEMIS D observations g)
Bx, h) By, i) Bz [nT], and j) vx [km/s]. Purple lines indicate the beginning of the Pi2 period
perturbations
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4.2 Simulation Results1679

Only the LFM model was used for this event because the UCLA model did not handle the1680

event well due to a combination of the rotation of the minimum variance direction of the1681

solar wind and the dipole tilt. The substorm onset in the LFM simulation results occurs1682

∼13 minutes after the substorm in the observations based on the ionosphere results and the1683

satellite comparisons. Although the timing of onset is off in the simulation, the series of1684

events in the LFM model reproduces the observations reasonably well. Table 4.1 shows the1685

series of events for the substorm in the observations and in the simulation results1686

Table 4.1: Comparison between observations and simulations results for the interval 0445-
0600 UT.

OBSERVATIONS LFM
Flow channel with DF observed by CLUS-
TER at 0505 UT

Flow channel with DF forms near 2200 MLT
at obs time +13 min

Flow channel with DF observed by THEMIS
A in dawn sector at 0503 UT

Flow channels with DFs form near 0100 MLT
at obs time +11 min

Fluctuations observed by GOES 13 at
geosynchronous orbit at 0505 UT

first flow channels penetrate earthward to -7
RE in the dawn sector at obs time +10 min

Disturbance observed by THEMIS D in inner
magnetosphere at 0533 UT

several flow channels in both the dusk and
dawn sectors travel Earthward reaching ∼-7
RE at obs time -5 minutes

most perturbations damp out by ∼0600 UT
and satellites no longer observe fast flows

flow channels stop tailward of ∼-13 RE be-
ginning at ∼0555 UT

In general the plasma sheet results for this event are very similar to the LFM results for1687

the event presented in the previous chapter. Results from the simulated plasma sheet for the1688

interval 0500-0600 UT at 10 minute time steps are shown in Figure 4.10. Figure 4.11 shows1689

the interval 0515-0525 UT at 2 minute time steps in order to show the details of the flow1690

channel most closely related to substorm onset. The simulation shows a cross tail neutral1691

line that forms between -15 and -20 RE at ∼0512 UT. The first flow channels to penetrate1692

into the inner edge of the plasma sheet are located in the dawn sector near midnight an 03001693

MLT. They reach a radial distance of ∼-7 RE at 0515 UT (see Figure 4.11), about 13 minutes1694

later than the onset of the substorm in the observations. Figure 4.12 shows the same panels1695

as Figure 4.11 but each timestep has the values from the previous timestep subtracted from1696
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Figure 4.10: Snapshots from the simulated plasmasheet every ten minutes for the interval
0500-0550 UT. The region shown is −30 < x < 0 RE, −15 < y < 15 RE. Background color
shows Bz [nT] GSM from -50 nT (blue) to 50 nT (red). The green area indicates where Bz

is near 0 nT. Black arrows show the velocity in the plane. A reference vector is shown in the
bottom right of the figure. Gray lines show thermal pressure contours between 0 and 1500
pPa (δP = 150 pPa).

it so we are looking only at the variations in the plasma sheet magnetic field and velocity.1697

The total thermal pressure is plotted as a reference point. DFs in the time differenced plots1698

appear as an enhancement in the perturbation magnetic field followed by a depletion. By1699

0520 UT there are fast flows propagating Earthward in both the dawn and dusk sectors. As1700

the pressure and magnetic field builds up in the inner region the flows begin to stop further1701

out in the plasma sheet. By ∼0540 UT the fast flows stop outside of ∼-12 RE. After 05501702

UT no new fast flows penetrate to radial distances less than 15 RE.1703

As the flow channels travel earthward they create a depression in the thermal pressure.1704

Both the dawnward and duskward edges of these channels have very steep azimuthal pressure1705

gradients while the earthward edge has a steep radial pressure gradient. Because one of these1706
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Figure 4.11: Snapshots from the simulated plasmasheet every two minutes for the interval
0515-0525 UT in the same format as Figure 4.10. The thick arrows mark the closest approach
of several DFs that propagate Earthward during the interval. The first set is indicated by
blue arrows and the second set is indicated by green arrows.

channels is created by each fast flow that travels Earthward the resulting pressure gradients1707

vary significantly across the night side. Although no new flows enter the region between 05501708

UT and 0620 UT, these pressure gradients in the LFM results stay very high for extended1709

periods of time, nearly an hour, after the fast flows themselves have dissipated. As the1710

thermal pressure structures dissipate they drift slowly to the flanks.1711

4.2.1 Ionosphere1712

The results in the ionosphere for this event are shown in Figure 4.13. Columns from left1713

to right show ΣP , ΣH and J ‖. Rows from top to bottom show time steps 0500 UT, 05201714

UT, 0540 UT and 0600 UT. Potential contours are plotted over the filed aligned currents in1715

Column 3. The results show an increase in the conductances in the auroral region beginning1716
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at 0500 UT. This increase corresponds to an increase in the field aligned currents as well1717

as the cross polar cap potential. As was shown in the LFM results in Section 3.2, the1718

conductance results are on the low end of the observed values for active intervals. Enhanced1719

regions of conductance are intermittent across the auroral region because they map to the1720

regions in the tail where flow channels have created a series of depressions in the thermal1721

pressure across the night side near the inner edge of the plasma sheet.1722

The spherical elementary current system (SECS) method Amm and Viljanen (1999) has1723

been used to calculate the equivalent ionospheric currents (EICS) and the near field aligned1724

currents for this event from the available ground observations and are show in Figure 4.14.1725

The columns from left to right show the times 0500 UT, 0505 UT (Substorm onset), and1726

0510 UT. The top row shows the equivalent ionospheric current vectors at each grid point as1727

weather veins with the circle at the base and the line showing the direction and magnitude for1728

the currents. The bottom row shows the field aligned currents with red as upward currents,1729

and blue as downward currents. The progression from 0500 to 0510 shows the enhancement of1730

the currents at the time of substorm onset as well as the westward progression of the substorm1731

activity. With the exception that the field aligned currents are shifted to higher latitudes1732

in the simulation with the peaks in amplitude near 70◦ latitude instead of 60◦ latitude, the1733

simulation has done a reasonably good job reproducing the field aligned currents obtained1734

using the SECS method.1735

4.3 Plasma Sheet Sources for Ionospheric Perturbations1736

We have looked into the perturbations for this event by investigating the power spectral1737

density (PSD) at each point on the plasma sheet in the region between the reconnection in1738

the tail and the inner edge of the MHD region of the simulation (r=3.7 RE). PSD plots for1739

Bφ (top) and Bθ (bottom) for the frequency range 10-15 mHz and are shown in Figure 4.3 for1740

the interval 0505-0520 UT, when a flow channel was propagating Earthward in the simulated1741

plasma sheet. The region shown is 0 ≥ x ≥ −20 RE and 10 ≥ y ≥ −10 RE. PSD is show1742

in varying shades of green. Units are nT 2/mHz. Because the Pi2 signal is so transient,1743
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Figure 4.13: Columns from left to right show ΣP , ΣH and J‖. Rows from top to bottom
show time steps 0500 UT, 0520 UT, 0540 UT and 0600 UT. Potential contours are plotted
over the field aligned currents in column 3 with negative contours indicated by dashed lines.
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Figure 4.14: Columns from left to right show time steps 0500 UT, 0505 UT (onset time),
and 0510 UT. Rows from top to bottom show the equivalent ionospheric currents (EICs),
near field aligned currents, and simulated field aligned currents. The EICs are plotted with
weather veins, where the dot is at the base and the line indicates the direction and magnitude
of the current. Field aligned currents in both the second and third rows show the upward
currents as red and the downward currents as blue. Simulated ionosphere results are rotated
to match the orientation of Columns 1 and 2.
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only a few periods are observed for each Pi2 packet, the PSD analysis was performed by1744

first, subtracting a low order polynomial fit from the time series. The absolute value of the1745

resulting perturbations was taken in order to double the number of periods available for1746

the analysis. As a result the amplitude of the signal was cut in half and the frequency was1747

doubled so the value obtained for the PSD must be corrected in the final step of the analysis.1748

Figure 4.3 shows that there is an enhancement in the PSD at the location of the flow channel1749

for Pi2 frequencies (10-15 mHz). The enhancement forms ∼2 RE from the reconnection site1750

after the DF has developed at the earthward edge of the flow channel. As the flow channel1751

propagates through the braking region and approaches the inner edge of the plasma sheet1752

the enhancement intensifies and spreads in the azimuthal direction. Although the PSD of1753

the shear perturbations is much weaker than that of the compressional perturbations, the1754

azimuthal spreading of the perturbations can be seen in the PSD for Bφ in Figure 4.3 between1755

the third and fourth panels in the bottom row. On the ground, Pi2 signatures are observed1756

at locations distant from substorm onset. The spreading of the Pi2 period pulsations in the1757

braking region can explain how a narrow flow channel is able to create a pulsation over a1758

wide area in the ionosphere and on the ground.1759

Meridional cuts at the 2245 MLT are shown for the same time steps as Figure 4.16. The1760

location for the meridional cut is indicated by the orange line in Figure 4.3. The figure1761

shows that as the field lines contract the power spectral density enhancement in the shear1762

perturbations ,Bφ, at Pi2 frequencies increases and spreads along the field lines into the1763

inner region of the magnetosphere at high latitudes ahead of the compressional signal. PSD1764

for Bθ is highest in the plasma sheet but spreads to cover a region of a few RE in the z1765

direction at times when the flow intensity is the greatest. This Bθ signature shows that1766

the flow channel is generating a compressional wave ahead of it as it propagates earthward1767

through the plasma sheet in agreement with the results presented in Sections 2.4 and 3.3.1768

This compressional signature propagates as far earthward as r = 6 RE. In order to in-1769

vestigate the compressional disturbance more carefully we require a simulation that includes1770

physical processes related to the plasmasphere. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter1771

5.1772
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0510 UT 0515 UT 0520 UT 0525 UT

Figure 4.15: PSD plots in the plasma sheet for Bφ (top) and Bθ (bottom) for the frequency
range 10-15 mHz for the interval 0505-0520 UT in 5 minute time steps. The region shown is
0 ≥ x ≥ −20 RE and 10 ≥ y ≥ −10 RE. PSD is show in varying shades of green. Thermal
pressure contours are shown in gray and the velocity in the plane is indicated by the black
arrows. The time stamps indicate the center of the time series used for each plot. Units are
nT 2/mHz. The orange line top right panel indicates the location of the meridional cut used
in Figure 4.16. Black semi-circle marks the location of r = 6 RE.
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Figure 4.16: PSD plots in the 2245 MLT meridion, indicated by the orange line in Figure 4.3,
for Bφ (top) and Bθ (bottom) for the frequency range 10-15 mHz for the interval 0505-0520
UT in 5 minute time steps. The region shown is 0 ≥ x ≥ −20 RE and 10 ≥ z ≥ −10 RE.
PSD is show in varying shades of green. Thermal pressure lines (gray) are included as a
reference. The time stamps indicate the center of the time series used for each plot. Units
are nT 2/mHz. Black semi-circle marks the location of r = 6 RE.

In order to determine the specific source regions for the pulsations in the ionosphere1773

we have traced field lines from the ionosphere to the plasma sheet. An example of the1774

results from those field line traces is shown in Figure 4.17. The Panels show ground-based1775

measurements along with simulated ionospheric quantities at a similar location and mapped1776

quantities in the plasma sheet in the LFM results. Quantities shown are a) the measurements1777

from a ground station, b) simulated ionospheric FAC, c) simulated potential, d) plasma sheet1778

Bz, e) earthward velocity, and f) thermal pressure. In Panel a the pulsations in the ionosphere1779

begin the observations at ∼0504 UT and continue for approximately 15 minutes. Panels b1780

and c show the FAC and potential, respectively, from the simulated ionosphere at a location1781

near the observations. The perturbations in the FAC are very similar to the Pi2 pulsations1782

observed by the ground station given the 13 minute time shift for substorm onset. The1783

perturbations in the FAC reach their maximum amplitude about 1 minute after the initial1784

disturbance is observed in the plasma sheet. There is also an decrease in the potential just1785

before the pulsations begin in the FAC. In the plasma sheet (Panels d, e, and f) we can1786
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Figure 4.17: Time series for a field line at the points where it intersects the ionosphere and
crosses the plasma sheet plotted with ground based observations for a station at a similar
location. Panels show a) the measurements from a ground station (Fort Churchill - FCC),
b) simulated ionospheric FAC, c) simulated Potential, d) plasma sheet Bx (black), By (red),
and Bz (green), e) plasma sheet velocity vx (black), vy (red), and vz (green), and f) thermal
pressure. A 13 minute time shift has been applied to the LFM results. The blue line indicated
the time when a flow channel is observed in the simulated plasma sheet.

see that there is an increase on the earthward velocity and thermal pressure associated with1787

most of the pulsations in the ionosphere.1788

When we look at two traces from the same longitudinal bin we can get an idea of how the1789

perturbation propagates Earthward. Figure 4.18 shows time series for two field lines located1790

at 153◦ at the time of substorm onset. The left plots are for the field line that intersects1791

the ionosphere at 60◦ latitude. The right panels are for the field line that intersects the1792

ionosphere at 71◦ latitude. From top to bottom the first three panels show the a) FAC, b)1793

potential, and c) conductances in the simulated ionosphere. The next two panels show the1794

d) magnetic field and e) the thermal pressure at the inner edge of the MHD region in the1795

simulation (∼2.7 RE). The final three panels show the f) magnetic field, g) velocity and h)1796

thermal pressure at the point where the field line crosses the plasma sheet. For the field line1797

at 71◦ mLat there is an impulsive increase in the velocity in the plasma sheet at 0525 UT1798
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accompanied by an increase in the thermal pressure marked by the purple dashed lines at1799

0524 UT. After a short (< 1 min) delay, there is an increase in the thermal pressure and1800

magnetic field at the inner edge of the MHD (Panels d and e). Approximately 1 minute1801

after the disturbance is observed in the plasma sheet, there is a corresponding disturbance1802

in the ionosphere. A second disturbance with similar time delays between the plasma sheet1803

and the ionosphere.1804

The field line that intersects the ionosphere at 68◦ mLat shows a minimal time delay1805

between the plasma sheet and the ionosphere. In total three disturbances are shown in the1806

figure. The cyan dashed lines in the two panels show the same disturbance. Of these three1807

disturbances only the cyan line has a fast earthward flow associated directly with it. The1808

other two disturbances show a thermal pressure disturbance in the plasma sheet rather than1809

a fast flow. The flow channel itself may have been slightly displaced from the location where1810

the field lines intersected the plasma sheet. The disturbance, however, still propagated along1811

the field lines into the ionosphere.1812

4.4 Pi2 Model based on Global MHD Simulations1813

Based on the results presented here and in Chapters 2 and 3 we have determined that Pi21814

are being generated as a direct affect of the flow channels that form in the simulations. In1815

Figures 4.3 and 4.16, as well as Section 2.3, perturbations form in the simulations as the1816

flow channels travel earthward. Once the flow channels reach ∼-12 RE the frequency of the1817

perturbations falls in the Pi2 range. The shear perturbations travel along the field lines1818

very quickly reaching the inner magnetosphere at high latitudes ahead of the compressional1819

perturbations (see Figure 4.16). These results are in good agreement with the transient1820

response model for Pi2 generation (Southwood and Stuart , 1980).1821

In addition Figures 4.3 and 4.16 also show that the Pi2 period perturbations present in1822

the simulations propagate along the field lines into the inner magnetosphere at high latitudes1823

and spread azimuthally as the flow channels are slowed in the braking region. This property1824

of the dynamics of the perturbation in the magnetosphere agrees well with observations of1825
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Pi2. In the Figures 4.4 and 4.5 it is evident that the pulsations are observed over a wide1826

area on the ground. This wide spatial range for observations is typical for Pi2 pulsations.1827

In Figure 4.16 the fluctuations develop around 0520 UT with the arrival of the flow1828

channel rather than at the inner edge of the plasmasheet where we see the transition from1829

stretched to dipolar field line configurations. The perturbations intensify and move Earth-1830

ward as the flows continue to propagate and as stronger flows enter the region. If additional1831

Pi2 period perturbations are being generated as a result of the ballooning mode at the inner1832

edge of the plasma sheet as suggested by Keiling et al. (2008), they are dwarfed by the1833

perturbations generated by the fast flow channels. However, the pressure contours are so1834

distorted in the region −10 ≤ x ≤ −3 that there is not one clear region through the interval1835

where the magnetic field and pressure gradients both point earthward. As a result we do1836

not believe the instability driven model for Pi2 generation plays a significant role during this1837

event.1838

In addition, the results from the field line tracing shows that not every disturbance in1839

the ionosphere maps to a fast flow in the tail. However, all of the ionospheric fluctuations1840

map to a thermal pressure disturbance in the tail. Since, when a fast flow passes through an1841

area it creates a pressure disturbance in the surrounding area, the fast flows are indirectly1842

responsible for generating the disturbances observed in the inner magnetosphere and on the1843

ground even if the disturbance does not map to the flow channel itself.1844

For mid- to low-latitude Pi2 we have shown in Chapter 3 that as the flow channels enter1845

the braking region and begin to slow, a mixed mode compressional wave is generated that1846

begins to travel ahead of the DF signature into the inner magnetosphere. The period of1847

these waves are directly related to the period of the fluctuations contained within the flow1848

channel as it slows in the braking region. These results agree very with the directly driven1849

mechanism for Pi2 (Kepko and Kivelson, 1999; Kepko et al., 2001) with the subtle difference1850

that the period is the result of fluctuations contained within one flow channel rather than1851

the result of several consecutive flow channels. In order to investigate how the compressional1852

disturbance travels through the inner magnetosphere we require a model that includes the1853

physics of the plasmasphere. This is discussed more in the next chapter.1854
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4.5 Summary1855

We have used a case study of a substorm event on August 25, 2013 to investigate the plasma1856

sheet source for Pi2 period perturbations in the LFM global MHD model. Analysis of the1857

Pi2 period pulsations present in the plasma sheet and the ionosphere indicates that the Pi21858

pulsations on the ground are driven by fluctuations in the magnetic field and thermal pressure1859

associated with fast earthward flows in the simulated plasma sheet. The PSD analysis shows1860

that, not only does the wave power for Pi2 frequencies increase when a flow channel is1861

present, but that as the flow channel slows in the breaking region it spreads azimuthally so1862

the pulsations generated by a very narrow flow channel would be observed over a wide area1863

on the ground.1864

The results from a power spectral density analysis confirm that the Pi2 period pertur-1865

bations are generated by the flow channels as they travel earthward. The perturbations are1866

within the Pi2 range inside of ∼-12 RE. Pi2 period perturbations are generated in both1867

Bθ and Bφ as the fast flows travel earthward. The compressional perturbations are mostly1868

confined near the plasma sheet while the shear perturbations spread quickly along the field1869

lines into the inner magnetosphere at high latitudes.1870
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CHAPTER 51871

Conclusions and Future Work1872

5.1 Summary of Results for Pi2 Generation in MHD Simulations1873

5.2 Future Work1874

In order to advance the investigation of Pi2 pulsations using MHD simulations we plan1875

to use the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry (LFM) 3D global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model1876

(Lyon et al., 2004) with the MIX ionosphere model (Merkin and Lyon, 2010), coupled to the1877

Rice Convection Model (RCM) (Harel et al., 1981; Toffoletto et al., 2003) to investigate the1878

generation and propagation of Pi2 period fluctuations through the plasma sheet and inner1879

magnetosphere.1880

In the current work we have focused on the generation of Pi2 pulsations in the magne-1881

totail. By using the LFM-MIX-RCM model we will be able to expand that investigation1882

to test Pi2 models focusing on the role of the inner magnetosphere on Pi2 generation and1883

propagation. Focus will be placed on understanding how the perturbations generated by fast1884

plasma flows in the tail propagate through the boundaries at the inner edge of the plasma1885

sheet and the plasmapause. I will also investigate the drivers for different Pi2 signatures1886

observed at mid- and high latitudes by mapping from virtual ground observatories into the1887

magnetotail and inner magnetosphere.1888

As described in Chapter 1, in addition to the models for Pi2 generation in the tail, there1889

are also several models describing how the fluctuations propagate once they are in the in-1890

ner magnetosphere. These models look at plasmasphere cavity modes, plasmapause surface1891

waves, and field line resonances as sources for the pulsations observed on the ground. One1892
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model typical of the inner magnetosphere is the Plasmaspheric Virtual Resonance (PVR)1893

model which states that a broadband compressional wave travels earthward from the inner1894

edge of the plasma sheet and excites a fast mode wave that is trapped in the plasmasphere1895

with the ionosphere and plasmapause acting as nearly perfect reflectors at the inner and1896

outer boundaries (Lee and Lysak , 1999). Each of the inner magnetosphere models for Pi21897

generation require that a disturbance, presumably from the tail, must impact the inner edge1898

of the plasma sheet to generate the broadband compressional pulse that travels earthward1899

through the inner magnetosphere. We have identified Pi2 period perturbations in the fast1900

flow channels but several questions remain. Specifically, how do the perturbations prop-1901

agate through the inner magnetosphere and what are the affects of the plasmapause and1902

plasmasphere on the perturbations?1903

Each of the Pi2 models tries to describe how the Pi2 signatures observed at different1904

latitudes are generated. At high latitudes, the Pi2 signature is disordered and contains1905

several spectral peaks (Samson, 1982). The signatures at mid-latitudes are more sinusoidal1906

and have smaller amplitude than the high latitude pulsations. Additionally, the pulsations1907

at high-latitudes appear to be associated directly with the substorm current wedge (SCW)1908

(McPherron, 1972; Singer et al., 1983), whereas the mid-latitude pulsations occur over most1909

of the nightside (Yeoman et al., 1994). Most likely, several of the mechanisms described in the1910

existing models are acting together to produce the Pi2 signatures observed by ground-based1911

magnetometers.1912

In the previous global MHD simulation studies of Pi2 propagation, the models were1913

limited by the fact that they did not include the physics of the inner magnetosphere, namely1914

the plasmasphere and ring currents. As a result the simulations were not able to accurately1915

model the propagation of the pulsations inside ∼6RE.1916

Recent success coupling the LFM MHD model to the Rice Convection Model (RCM)1917

has made it possible to more accurately model the magnetosphere to much smaller radial1918

distances by including the plasma species necessary to incorporate the physics of the inner1919

magnetosphere (Pembroke et al., 2012). These advances along with improved resolution in1920

the LFM MHD model have made it possible to study the propagation of ultra-low frequency1921
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waves through the inner magnetosphere in a 3D global MHD simulation that includes a1922

plasmasphere (Claudepierre et al., 2013).1923

I propose to use the high resolution integrated Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry (LFM), Rice Con-1924

vection Model (RCM), and MIX ionosphere model (LFM-RCM-MIX) driven with an ideal1925

solar wind to investigate the propagation of the Pi2 pulsations generated in the tail, through1926

the boundaries at the inner edge of the plasma sheet and the plasmapause. Using the coupled1927

model with an included plasmasphere will allow me to address several unanswered questions1928

concerning Pi2 generation and propagation.1929

By tracing the disturbances generated by individual flow channels through the braking1930

region and into the inner magnetosphere, I will investigate the interaction between the per-1931

turbations and the plasmasphere. To do this I will identify the center of individual flow1932

channels that propagate earthward far enough to disturb the inner edge of the plasma sheet.1933

After identifying the location of the inner magnetosphere disturbance in local time, I will1934

be able to take local time cuts from the simulation and look at the power spectral density1935

for Pi2 period fluctuations during the interval directly following the flow channel impact.1936

This will be done in a manner similar to the work presented by Claudepierre et al. (2010)1937

investigating perturbations generated in the dayside magnetosphere by fluctuations in the1938

solar wind dynamic pressure. The main focus of this portion of the study will be to identify1939

the wave modes in the plasmasphere that are generated by the compressional wave traveling1940

earthward from the inner edge of the plasma sheet. I will also look at the frequencies asso-1941

ciated with the compressional wave and the waves in the plasmasphere to determine where1942

the fluctuations get their characteristic Pi2 period. This will help me to determine which of1943

the mechanisms outlined in the models listed in Table 1.2 is the dominant contributer to the1944

generation of the Pi2 pulsations observed on the ground.1945

The capability to map from virtual ground stations into the inner magnetosphere and1946

the plasmasheet will allow me to investigate the drivers for Pi2 pulsations observed at mid-1947

to high latitudes. The goal of this portion of the investigation will be to isolate the different1948

mechanisms responsible for generating the disordered Pi2 signatures at high latitudes versus1949

the more sinusoidal Pi2 signatures observed at mid-latitudes. By mapping along field lines1950
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from virtual stations at a range of different latitudes, I will be able to determine what region1951

the pulsations map to in the magnetosphere (plasma sheet, substorm current wedge, inner1952

edge of the plasma sheet, plasmapause, plasmasphere, etc.) and identify the perturbations1953

in that region which couple to the shear mode, and propagate into the ionosphere. I will also1954

investigate the coupling mechanism between the compressional waves generated by the flow1955

channels and the shear waves in the regions identified as source regions for Pi2 generation1956

via field line mapping.1957

5.3 Future Work Summary1958

Due to the direct relationship between Pi2 pulsations and substorm onset, understanding1959

how and where the pulsations are generated is very important to understanding the series1960

of events leading up to substorm onset and has the potential to improve our ability to1961

predict when and where a substorm will take place. The question of Pi2 generation has been1962

addressed in several models, outlined in Table 1.2. However, each of the existing Pi2 models1963

have been put together using observations alone. Since the spatial resolution of observations1964

is often very low, especially in the nightside magnetosphere, there are several assumptions1965

that have to be made concerning what is happening in the space between instruments.1966

In the future we hope to look at the question of Pi2 generation using a coupled 3D1967

global MHD model in order to fill in some of those gaps and get a more thorough picture1968

of what is happening in the tail leading up to Pi2/substorm onset on the ground. Ream1969

et al. (2013) have shown that an earthward propagating compressional wave is excited, with1970

a period in the Pi2 range, by fast flows in a global MHD simulation as the flows slow in the1971

braking region. Using the integrated LFM-RCM-MIX model I will be able to extend this1972

analysis into the inner magnetosphere to investigate how the compressional perturbation1973

generated at the inner edge of the plasma sheet travels earthward and interacts with the1974

plasmasphere/plasmapause. This, in addition to the ability to map from virtual stations1975

on the ground into the magnetosphere, will allow me to determine where the Pi2 pulsations1976

observed on the ground at different latitudes are generated in the plasma sheet and inner1977
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magnetosphere. It will allow me to determine which of the mechanisms described in the1978

existing Pi2 models is dominant in producing the different ground Pi2 signatures observed1979

at high latitudes versus mid-latitudes.1980
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